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Abstract

Learning systems that learn from previous experiences and/or provided exam
ples of appropriate behaviors. allow the people to specify what the systems
should do for each case. nO[ how systems should act for each step. That eases
system users' burdens to a great extent.

It j::l essential in efficient and accurate learning for superYised learning sys
tems such as neural networks to be able to utilize knowledge in the forms of
such as logical expressions, probability distributions. and constraint on differ
ential data along with provided desirable input and Olltput pairs.

Neural networks, which can learn constraint all differential datal have al
ready been applied La pattern recognition and differential equations. Other
applications such as robotics have been suggested as applications of neural net
' ....orks learning differential data

In this dissertation, we investigate the extended framework introduce con
straints on differential data into neural networks' learning. \Ve also investigate
other items that form the foundations for the applications of neural networks
learning differential data.

First, new and very general architecture and an algorithm are introduced
for multilayer perceptrons to learn differential data The algorithm is applicable
to learning differential data of orders not only first but also higher than first
and completely localizcd to each unit in the multilayer percept.rons like the back
propagation algorithm

Thcn the architecture and the algorithm are implemented as computcr pro-
grams. This required high programming skills and great. amount of care. The
main module is programmed in C++.

The implcmentation is used to conduct experiments among others to show
cOIwergence of neural networks with differential data of up to third order.

Along with the architecture and the algorithm, we give analyses of neu
ral networks learning differential data such as comparison with extra pattern
scheme, how learnings work, sample complexity. effects of irrelevant features,
and noise robustness.

A new applical ion of neural networks learning differemial data to continu
ous action generation in reinforcement learning and its experiments using the
implemcntation are described. The problem is reduced to realizat ion of a ran
dom vector generator for a given probability distribution, which corresponds to
solving a differential equation of first order.

In addition to the above application to reinforcement learning. two other
possible applications of neural networks learning differential data are proposed.
Those are different ial equations and simulation of human arm. For differential
equations, we propose a ,"cry general framework, which unifies differential equa-
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lions. boundary conditions. and other constraints For the simulation. we pro
po~ a natural neural network implementation of the minimum-torque-change
model

Finally, we present rC'~lIlls 011 higher order extensions to r(ldial basis func
t ion (R BF) networks of minimizing solutions wit h differential error lerms. besl
approximalion property of the above solutions, and a proof of C1 denseness of
RBF networks.

Through these detailed accounts of architecture. an algorithm. an implemen
tation. analyses. and applications, this dissertation as a whole lays the founda
I ions for applications of neural nC"t"...·orks learning differential data 3.':l learning
systems and will help promote their further applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Learning Systems

Learning systems will affect all mankind greatly in the future. Learning systems
allow the people to specify what the systems should do for each case, not how
systems should act for each step. That eases system users' burdens to a great
extent.

\Ve define a "learning system" as a system thaL can decide in a reasonable
way whal to do in a particular situation from previous experiences and/or pro
vided examples of appropriate behaviors even though the situation may not be
experienced by the system before.

Systems that work only as ordered and learning systems (even those systems
that learn partly) are completely different existences. ~Iethods to give orders to
systems without learning capabilities. such as programming languages. scripting
languages, graphical user interfaces (GUls), and aural interfaces, will be sub
stantially more sophisticated in the fut.ure. BUL, however refined those methods
may become. systems without learning capabilities burden us with tasks of
specifying how systems should act for each step. It also requires system users to
understand how the system works. which is not essent.ial to achieve objectives.

On the other hand, it is only necessary to indicate what the systems should
do for each case with learning systems. Then learning systems learn to adjust,
configure. and/or program themseh'es appropriately. This is especially useful
when the systems or target domains of the systems are so complex, huge. and/or
rapidly changing that human beings are just not able to fathom them. For
example, Internet is one of such domains. Learning systems will be indispensable
for Internet users in the future.

Learning systems relieve the people [rom complex and tedious tasks adjust.
ing, configuring, and programming systems. It will also be possible by learning
for learning systems to be able to handle gradually more abstract specifications
of goals.

Learning systems need learning algorithms. Learning algorithms (and frame
works) include clustering, reinforcement learning, many logic·based systems.
neural networks, fuzzy systems, genetic algorithms, etc.

One of the categorizations of those learning algorithms is that of unsuper
vised/supervised learning. We focus our discussion on supervised learning from
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here on.
Suprn'ised learning is learning from provided examples. Examples often

take the (Oflll of desired input and output pairs in supervised learning. Bl:'ing
presented d('::iired input and output pairs as examples, le~\rllil1gsystems leaI'll Ihe
relationship (or the function) betw(,,(,1l input and output from those examples.
For example. pairs of !'icnsory data as input and desired motor rontrol signals as
Olltput are given to a learning system so that it learns to output the appropriate
motor control signals for individual sensory data.

POl' learning systems. the problem is not about where the input data is
present. but where the input data is missing. Usually supervised learning is ill
posed problem. If there are no specifications, the learning system will interpo
late or extrapolate the output data according to the interned constraints of the
learning systems.

There are forms of knowledge that can be provided to the learning systems
other than desired input and output pairs. Such knowledge is the constraints of
1he domain or how the world under consideration is (or seems to be) constrained.
Human beings also uS{' these kinds of knowledge to learn or to recognize. Ac~

tually these kinds of knowlc'dge are essential for human beings to learn or to

recognize since learning and recognition in real world are always ill posed prob
lems. Thcs(" kinds of knowledge might sometimes be called biases and it happens
in some cases that they work against learning and recognition processes. Even
so. these kinds of knowledge help dficient processes of learning for learning sys
tems in many cases. Especially for limited domains where exact constraints are
known, it should be always right to count on them.

The forms of these kinds of knowledge include the followings:

• f\:nowledge in the logical forms

- Rules and facts asserted in logical expressions

- Fuzzy rules

• Probability distribution

- f\larkov Random Pield

• Constraints on differential data

- Differential equations

- Constraints on values calculated from differential data

If these kinds of knowledge can be combined in supervised learning. learning
process will be accelerated and the result will be more accurate in most of the
cases.

Por example. fuzzy rules are incorporated into the neural networks by prewiring
the neural networks to be used for giving better initial states and limiting the
search space of the neural networks [21. 27, 28].

Introducing knowledge represented by probability distribution is also very
useful. Simulated annealing is one of the popular methods to mix this kind
of knowledge as probability distributions in optimization problems of target
functions. Simulated annealing is applied to many applications in the area
of Computer Aided Design (CAD) [151 and simulated annealing with Markov
Random Field (~IRF) has been applied to pattern restoration [71 successfully.

1.2. APPLICATIONS

Constraints on differential data are another main sources of knowledge.
which can be utilized for learning systems. Physical values often satisfy dif
ferential equations.

Other forms of constraints 011 differential data are used for learning 1;ystems.
Those constraints include that certain directional derivatives have to be zeros
for outputs of pattern recognizers 1361. In robotics, some of constraints take
forms of minimization of integral of squared differential value Ill, 381·

In this dissertation, we investigate the framework to introduce constraints
on differential data into neural networks as learning systems.

1.2 Applications

There are many possible applications where constraints on differential data are
available along with desired input and output pairs. I cural networks, which
learn differential data, are very apt learning system for such applications

Examples of such applications are given in [361 and [131·
Simard et al. 136] described how the invariance of pattern recognition with

respect to transformations such as translations, rotations, and scalings, can
be interpreted as constraints on first order differential data. The output of the
neural network as a pattern recognizer should stay same for such transformations
of the input. That constraint is interpreted as that directional derivatives of the
output with respect to the directions of transformations have to be zero.

Hornik et al. jI3] identified several areas of applications requiring approx
imation to an unknown mapping and its derivatives, such as robot learning.
deterministic chaos. economics, and sensitivity analyses.

There are also researches 117, 4, 39, 161 on the application of neural net
works to solving differential equations. 'eural networks are applied to first and
second order differential equations such as a linear Poisson equation, one of ther
mal conduction with non-linear heat generation, and one in plasma equilibrium
problem.

1.3 History of Related Research

In this section, we give a brief history of research on neural networks learning
differential data.

In the research history of neural networks. there first appeared existence
t hecrems of a multilayer perceptron that approximates a given function. Fu
nahashi [5j showed that there is a three-layered perceptron approximating any
eO function with any precision. while Hornik et al. [131 showed there is also a
perceptron, which approximates any en function with respect to en norm. On
the other hand, constraining neural networks by using a training set of value
data was justified by Gallant and \Vhite 161 who showed that a sequence of
perceptron-produced functions which gives the least square error for randomly
selected training samples, coO\'erges almost surely to a given function and its
derivatives. These theorems. assuring the existence of convergent sequence of
neural networks, give an important base toward realization of neural networks
learning differential data
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1I0w('\"er. these theorems a.re not very useful from a practical point of view.
firstly because the number of training data r('(!uired in the theorem would of
1('11 be unrealisticall...' large to realize, and secondly because practical learning
methods do not necessarily give the minima for the least square errors. Instead,
if available. we should employ differential data themselves as learning data in
constraining neural network~. The constraining algorithm for neural networks
learning first order differential data was first proposed under the name of 'tan·
gent prop' by Simard el a!. 136] who applied it to a pattern recognition problem.

In this dissertation. we propose an algorithm of multilayer neural network
learning differential data of arbitrary order [24, 23]. The algorithm employs
the back propagation 134] processes for derivatives of the target function up to
the required order togE'ther with back propagation for the target function itself.
The algorithm is rather simplE' for the first order differential data. but becomes
rapidly complex as the different ial order increases. Here in t.his dissertat.ion, we
show that the proposed algorithm is possible to implement for differential data
of an arbitmry order by coding it in the form of C++ program.

lIere we also discuss an introduction of differential data into radial basis
[unction (RBI") networks. RBI" was first discussed by Poggio 1311 as a basis o[
smooth approximation to a function by solving a variational problem of least
square error with a smoothing term. Park and Sandberg [29, 30] proved that.
RBP networks are dense in LP(l ::; p ::; (0), and Chen and Chen 121 showed thai
a necessary and sufficient condition for a function of one variable to be qualified
as a mother function (activation function) is that the function is not an even
polynomial. Further, in 1998, Li [1 J proved that RBF networks are dense in en
space. In t.his dissertat.ion, we first give an RBF' network by solving a variational
problem with a different.ial error terms, and Ihen prove its denseness in C'I in
an alternative way to that of Li.

1.4 Objectives and Contents of this Dissertation

In this section. we describe the objectives and contents of t.his disserlation.
As identified in Section 1.3 there is still a gap between previolls research

conducted on neural networks learning differential data and practical applica
tions of neural networks learning differential data when neural networks learning
differential data are used as learning systems which can incorporate constraints
on differential data in learning as described in Section 1.1. The main gap is t.he
algorithm and the implementation of neural networks learning differential data
of arbitrary order. Therefore the objectives of this dissertation are set. to filling
this gap and conducting analyses and experiments on neural networks learning
differential data using the implementation in order to show the possibilities of
practical applications

On consideration of the above objectivcs, we have identified t.he domain of
research as follows:

• Algorithm for neural networks to learn differential data of arbitrary order

• Implementation of the algorithm

• Experiments to show that it really converges

• AnalySE'S on neural networks learning differential data

1.4. OBJECTIVE AND CONTENTS Or- TillS DISSF:RTATION

• Application of the algorithm and the implementation

\\'e have derived an algorithm for neural net.works to learn differential data
of arbitrary order. This algorithm has features as follows:

• The algorithm can use differential data of arbitrary order.

• The algorithm needs an auxiliary network to propagate backward the error
originating from differential data

• The algorithm is complet.ely local as the standard back propagation algo
rithm [34]. This is a very important trait of the algorithm since this allows
the algorithm deal with neural networks of general structure. For exam
ple, the algorithm applies to neural networks without any layer structure
or fully connected.

• The algorithm allows each unit. has any sigmoid function.

Above neural networks and the algorithm learning differential data are given
substances as computer programs. It took a long time (actually many years)
to implement them right. \Ve could not realize it during the implementation,
but now with hindsight we know that t.hey are very complex and difficult to
implement.. \Ve believe there is no other implementation of this kind elsewhere.

Then we have conducted the experiments to see the neural net.works really
converge for second and third order differential data. It sounds simple enough.
Ilowever it has been a very difficult task since no one has ever tried it yet. \Yhen
the neural networks do not seem to converge, it is very difficult to tell what. is
wrong. There are possibilities of mistakes in the algorithm, the programs, or the
parameters. l\taybe the neural network takes much longer time than expected to
converge or the network simply does not converge on the particular differential
data. Therefore we believe it is a very important step toward the practical
applications of neural networks learning differential data that we have shown
the neural networks have actually converged on differential data in this paper

\Ve have also conducted following analyses on neural networks learning dif
ferential data mainly in the first order cases to reveal their characteristics.

• Comparison with the standard back propagation algorithm with more data

• lIow learnings work

• Sample complexity

• Effect of irrelevant features

• Noise robustness

As practical applications of neural networks learning differential data, we
ha\"e applied them to solving differential equations in reinforcement learning
framework. There are already several works [17. 4. 39, 161 on the application of
nellral networks to solving differential equations

Lee and Kang [17l solve cert.ain types of first order ordinary differential equa
tions by using 1I0pfield-type neuraJ networks to minimize the finite difference
equations.
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In I-I. 39. 16j. differential equations along with boundary conditions are
turnoo into minimization problems. Those minimization problems are solved
using neural !1rlworks with global minimization procedures such as quasi New
ton gradient descent algorithm.

\\Or use essentially the same framework as one in 14, 39. 16], of mapping
differential equations. boundary conditions. and any other conditions into min
imization problems by neural networks. But we employ our implementation of
neural networks learning differential data for the minimization procedure differ
ent.. from t he previous researches.

Our algorithm is completely localized to each unit (neuron) and it leaves
possibilities of parallel implementations for efficient executions. while global
minimization procedures are very difficult to implement in parallel wa~·s. It is
also very difficult to apply global minimization procedures for adapti\·e prob
lems. In many learning problems in robotics and others. what has to be learned,
changes dynamically. In the problem of continuous action generation in rein
forcement learning described in Chapter 6, the probability distribution given in
the output space changes as the learning proceeds and 50 does the differential
equation for the neural network to satisfy. In such adaptive cases: our algorithm
provides more gradual way of learning than global minimization procedures.

The difficulty with applications of neural networks learning differential data
to differential e<:luations is that of moving targets. To minimize the square error
of differential equations. neural networks need to propagate backward the errors,
which depend on the outputs of the neural network. That is so even for linear
differential equations. That means neural networks need to learn or to adapt
to something like moving j,argets. This is totally diITerent situation from the
.standard back propagation algorithm where the training data is fixed. Therefore
there is difficulty of moving targets added to learning differential data.

In the application of neural networks learning differential data to differential
equations that appeared in reinforcement learning (See 137] for reinforcement
learning)} we use neural networks to create random vector generators t.hat re
alize continuous action generation for any probability distribution. The neural
networks have learned differential data derived from the differential equation
quite successfully and learned to satisfy the differential equation approximately.

In addition to the abO\'e application to the problem in reinforcement learn
ing, two other possible applications of neural networks learning differential data
are proposed. Those are different.ial equations and simulation of human arm.
For differential equations, we propose a very general framework that unifies
differential equations, boundary conditions. and other constraints. For the sim
ulation, we propose a natural implementation of the minimum-torque-change
model.

Finally there are items explored in this dissertation on radial basis function
(RBP) networks with ut.ilizing differential data in mind. Those items include
the followings:

• ;"'Iinimizing solutions for the cases with differential error terms

• Best approximat.ion property of the above solutions

• C' denseness of RBF networks

1.5. STIWCTUIlE OF THIS DISSEIlTATlON

1.5 Structure of this Dissertation

This section provides the structure of this dissertation.
Chapter 2 reviews the theoretical framework for neural networks mainly

aboulmultilayer perceptrons and their learning algorithm, back propagation.
Chapter:j describes the structure and the algorithm for the neural network:;

learning differential data.
Chapter 4 gives the outline of implementation and results of experiment::;

on the neural networks learning differential data. Results of many illustrative
experiments along wit.h experiments with up to third order differential data.
and experiments on a two-dimensional function are reported

Chapter 5 presents analyses of neural networks learning differential data
ma.inly in the first order cases. Analyses include comparison with extra pattern
scheme, how learnings work, sample complexity, effect of irrelevant features, and
noise robustness.

Chapter 6 describes an application of neural networks learning different ial
data to continuous action generation in reinforcement learning. The chapter de
SC'ribes the problem of continuous action generation in reinforcement learning.
gives formalization for the problem. and illustrates the results of the experi
ments.

Chapter 7 proposes two other possible applications of neural networks learn
ing differential data, differential equations and simulation of human arm.

Chapter 8 describes higher order extensions to radial basis function (RBP).
Items explored in the chapter include minimizing solutions for the cases with
differential error terms, best approximation property of the above solutions, and
C I denseness of RBF networks.

Chapter 9 concludes this dissertat.ion with a summary of the contributions,
a discussion of the limitations, and suggestions for future work.



Chapter 2

Multilayer Perceptron

In this chapter. we introduce brieRy neural networks in general, describe the
multilayer perceptrons, and explain their learning method, back propagation.

2.1 Neural Networks

In this section, we give a very brier introduction of neural networks in general.
The content of this section is largely based on 11).

'cural networks can be very loosely defined as follows (This is an adaptation
of the definition of neural network information processing in 11]).

Inspired by neural networks of higher animals, a neural network is
a network capable of information processing, in which a large num
ber of relatively simple information processing units are connected
together and in which these units comlllunicate with each other by
relatively simple signals.

Therefore the important components of neural networks are "unit'" and "con_
nection'" I The neural networks can be categorized in two ways: how the units
are connected and the type of information processing in the unit..

Prom the point. of how the units are connected, the neural networks are
categorized as follows: 2

• Layered network

• t-.lutually connected network

A layered network is a network, which bas a layered structure of units with
layers ordered from the input layer to the output layer. A nit in a layer
is only connected to the units in the next higher layer. Radial Basis Function
(RBF) networks investigated in Chapter 8 are layered networks with three layers.
~Iultilayer perceptrons in general fall in this category. 3

1 Rumelhart. et aI. [33] give more detailed, eight major aspects of parallel distributed
processing model

2Thollgh this distinction is useful, the dist.inction has been blurred recent.ly. We include
the categorizll.tion for generallinderstanding

3\Ve give a more general dellnition for multilayer perceptrons in Section 2.2
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A mutually connected network is a network, which allows connections be
tween any two units for both dir('ctions. lIopfield networb and Boltzmann
machines explained in the following use network:s of this type.

Prom the point of the type of information processing in the unit. the neural
networks are categorized as follows: I

• Ilopfleld networks

• Boltzmann machine

• Back propagation

A lIopfield network /121 use a mutually connect network with symmetri
cal weights. lIopfield networks are used for associative memories and solving
optimization problems

A "Boltzmann machine"' [10] is essentially a sLocha.5tic version of lIopfield
network. A Boltzmann machine can also learn the probabilities of sLaLes of the
environment and can simulate the environment later.

Back propagation is a learning algorithm (procedure) proposed for multilayer
net\vorks. \Ve explain the algorithm in Section 2.3.

After this section, we use the word, "neural network" to mean a mult.ilayer
percept ron without any confusion since we do not hanclle the other types of the
net,vorks hereafter.

Figure 2.1' Sigmoid Function: The figure shows the sigmoid function, u(x) =
1/(1 + e- Z

), used in the implementation and the experiments.

2.2 Structure of Multilayer Perceptrons

Here n is a posltwe integer. 0, and b are real numbers, and the
si,qmOtd JunctlOn, a 1.S a one-dimensi,mal non-linear monotonic dtfJenmtiable
Junction

E"en though any function can serve as a sigmoid function for a unit as long
as it is one-dimensional, non-linear, monotonic, and differentiable, the follow
ing function given by Equation (2.1) is used in our implementation of neural
networks and throughout the experiments described in this dissertation.

(2.3)

\Ve give our definition of a multilayer perceptron as follows.

Definition 2.2 A multilayer perceptron is a network oj umts defined in Def
inition 2.1, where a unit receives outputs oj other umts or the input Jmm the
environment as its inputs, and where a umt outputs to other umts or to the
environment.

A unit, which receives the input fmm the envimnment, tS called an "mput
unit." A umt, which outputs to the enVIronment, is called an "output umt." A
multilayef· perceptron must have at least one mput unit and one output unit.

I-Iere the Henvironmentll means the outside of the network. \Ve decided to allow
any connection in the network. Only restriction is that the network is connected
to the environment (Le. outside) in both ways. \Ve do not assume any layer
structure for a multilayer perceptron. 5 Units in the network can have different

aWe understa.nd that this is a little misleading. But we think that using a different name
is more confusing

Sigma-Pi Unit There is another type of units called "Sigma-Pi units:' (See
1331 and 1341.) Even though units of this type do not constitute multilayer
perceptrons, we use those units in the construction of our 0 nets. (See Section
3.5.2) The output of a unit of this type is given as follows and the units are
named after this form, where {{iklk = 1, ... ,LI}li = 1, ... ,m} gives a partitioning
of n inputs.

(2.1)

(2.2)

In this section, ' ...·e define and describe the structure of multilayer perceptrons.
First. we define a "unit," which is also called a "neuron:'

Definition 2.1 A unit has more than or equaL to one inputs and a SingLe output.
The weighted sum oj the inputs is combined with a bias and then is operated on
by a SIgmOId Junction to produce the output. Let n be the number oj inputs to
the unit, 0 be the output, XI'S be the mputs, 11'1 's be the weIghts, b be the bias.
and a be the sigmoId junctwn. The output oj the unit is gwen as Jollows

u(x) = 1 +l
e
_.

The graph of t his function is given by Figure 2.1

40nly major categories are listed.
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2.3 Back Propagation for Multilayer Perceptron

FUrthermore a momentum term by the past weight update value 6.w is added
as follows to avoid oscillation for a practical purpose of making rapid learning
possible 134].

(2.6)

(2.5)

(2.4)

D.w=-o~

D.w=-o~+f3iiw

For each pair. the multilayer perceptron is made to propagate the input lp
forward. then the squared distance between the output of the network n(lp)
and the desired output is calculated. The squared distances are summed for all
t he pairs and divided by 2 to produce the error function. If the error function
is 0, it means that the multilayer network produces exactly the desired output
for each input.

The back propagation algorithm is essentially a gradient descent procedure
with respect to this error function. The weights (and the biases) are there
fore updated as follows, where Q is some positive constant called the I'learning
constanl."

III this section. we explain briefly back propagation. a learning algorithm for
multilayer perceptrons. See {34J for more details.

There arc two kinds of information processing performed in multilayer per
ceptrolls. First one is the forward propagation as defined ill Definition 2.1, of
the input by the environment through the network from the input units to the
output units. The other one is the learning algorithm. whirh consists of the
back propagation of the errors by the environment through the network from
the output units to the input. units, and weight and bias updates.

The latter is called "back propagation" as a whole. The purpose of back
propagation is to adjust the internal state (weights and biases) of the multilayer
perceptron so that the multilayer perceptron produces the desired output for
the specified input.

In order to realize this, the following error function (, which is sometimes
called I'energy function,") E is defined for desired input and output pairs {{ lp, Op}p}.
6 where 11. is the function defined by the multilayer perceptron.

sigmoid [uncI ions. Back propagation is applicable to multilayer p€'rrcptrons of
this definition and so is lh~ algorithm for neural lleLworks learning differential
data proposed in Chapter 3.

Though we ha\'c given a very general definition of a multilayer percept ron.
many of typical multilayer net\llorks and I he net,works used in the implementa
tion and the experiments have the structure like the olle depicted in Figure 2.2
This kind of the networks is actually a layered network. (Se<> Section 2.1) The
inpUl layer is the layer, which consists entirely of the input units. The output
layer is the layer, which consists entirely of the output units. Hidden layers
are the layers, which consists entirely of the units without connections to the
environment.. A hidden layer is sometimes called a middle layer

Figure 2.2: StrucLUre of ~Iultilayer Perceptron: The structure of a typical mul
tilayer perceptron with three layers is depicted.

where ;J is a posit ive constant less than 1.
The back propagation algorithm is used for calculation of b 7, the value

assigned to each unit. In back propagation, this 0 is propagated backward from
the unit to t hose units, which output to that unit. Actually back propagation
is embodiment of repeated applications of the chain rule for partial derivatives.

6A desired input. and output pair, an input, and an out.put are sometimes called a pattern,
811 input pattern, and all output pattern.

7This is why back propagation is sometimes called generalized delta rule. The delta rule
itself dates back to the learning algorithm for Percept ron [401
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The details of the algorithm and its derivation is omitted here since the
algorithm is the restriction on t he value net of the algorithm for neural network
learning differential data proposed in Chapter 3

\Vhal is important is that this algorithm is completely localized to each
unit. A weight update can be calculated from c5 and the output of the unit
involved. This is the reason why back propagation is applicable not only to
single-layer. but also to multilayer perceptrons and such networks even without.
layer structures.

Chapter 3

Algorithm for Learning
Differential Data

In this chapter. we describe the architecture of an extended multilayer pcrcep
tron and its algorithm to learn differential data. \Ve also give the correspondence
between the proposed algorithm and tangent prop in first order case at the end
of this chapter.

3.1 Definitions

\Ye give notations and their definitions.

n: dimension of the input to the network

0= ('I, ... ,a.. ) E {NU {a}}",
astands for (0.... ,0). lVe define l\alforder > in {NU{O}}" as the following.

\Ve see {N U {O}}1l as the linear space, so that 01 + 02, cl5 are defined as
such. \·Ve also use c5 as a differential operator. For c5 = (ai, "Ian), we
define

aN(o) a N (6)

~ = aalXI , .. aa"x ll

For a vector x = (XI, , .. x n ), a real number x 6 is defined as follows

X
O = X~I X' . X X~l"

!>. = {(c"o,) I i= l. .. ,m, Vi, c, E N,o, > a ,Vi",j => 0, '" oJ}'
\Ve give the following definitions related to 6..

N(!>.)

15

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)
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T(6) r>. (3.'1)
l=!

S"'11(6) te, xo, (3.5)

6(J) (DNI'lr (3.6)II D'x
(c-.6)E.o.

V(o) ~ {(d'.t>,6) I°~ Sum(t>)}:

lIere do.a is a natural number defined by the following e<wation f is a
C'XJ function from the input space to the real number.

(3.7)

pfl = n(e.O'lEd (vr)C :
This is defined by Equation (3.15) again

3.2 Framework of the Problem

In this section, we give the framework of the problem. n-dimensional input
space, m-dimensional output space I and a C1 map from the input space to the
output space are given. There are also given several points in the input space
and the values of the map itself and differentials 2 of the map with respect to
those points. Kinds of values given can vary for each point. The values can
include some error or noise.

The problem is to find a neural network that approximates the given mapping
under these conditions. \Ve usually fix the network structure and make the
network learn the internal values such as weights and thresholds from the given
values.

3.3 Network Structure

Figure 3. t shows the nehvork structure that we propose to learn the higher or
der differential data. This network has extended parts in addition to a simple
multilayer perceptron. Extended parts are used for propagating and back prop
agating differential data. This structure is an extension of Jacobian network
that was used for tangent prop in [36]. On the left-hand side of Figure 3.1 there
are the units in the multilayer perceptron part that we call the value net. There
is corresponding <5 net for each differential operator <5. Figure 3. J shows one of
those <5 nets on the right side.

tre~~~~I~~ut any loss or generality, we assume one-dimensional input space in the rollowing

2The differentials are not necessarily along the axes

" net has xtS • y". and oem) units for each xO = x unit in the value nel. oem)

unit has input from the value net, which Pigure :.Ll does not show. ConnE'clion
weights Wi.} are same in the value net and" nels.

vVe use the same symbol of the unit for denoting t he out pill of the unit. The
input to the unit is denoted by prefixing "net [>'1 to the symbol of the unit. For
example, the output of xt.! of i-th unit in i-th layer of o-ne1 is xt,. and the input

to the unit is net t> xf.I'
The output of xf., unit in the" net is the fJ differential of the corresponding

unit in the value net by the input to the network. The next equation shows the
rE'lationship, where Xl is the input vector to the value net

(3.8)

The network st ructure is devised so as to realize the chain rule of the <5 differ
entials by the input vector. Therefore the outputs of units in the output layer
of the <5 net are the <5 differentials of the corresponding units in output layer of
the value net by the input vector.

\Ve use the symbol { for what is propagated backward through the network
The value of what is propagated backward to the unit is denoted by prefixing
t'e po" to the symbol of the unit. For example, what is propagated backward to
:r1.i of i-th unit in i-th layer of <5-net is (; po xL

\Ve sometimes omit the layer in denoting weights 'WI.) and thresholds bl • To
be correct these should be u·{I.I}.{I-l.J) and b{I.I}'

3.4 Learning Data

This section describes the learning data for the network
The directions of differentiation for the learning data need not be along axes

But we limit to the cases of differellliation along axes. since t he general cases
need excessively detailed explanation. The learning data is several sets of input
and output, which called patterns.

The input part of the learning data for the network has the form of / =
(/0, ... , /0, ... ). /0 is the coordinate of the observation point and this is the same
as in ordinary back propagation. /0 is a vector of the same dimension as of the
input space of the value net.

/0, the input to the <5 net is also a vector of the same dimension as of the input
space of the value net. In cases of N(<5) = 1, the input vector is <5 itself, which
is a vector something like (0 .... ,0.1,0, ... ,0). In other cases (i.e. N(<5) >1), the
input "eclor is 0, the zero vector.

These are derived by thinking that the input to the <5 net is a special case
of Equation (3.8). The input to <5 net is 6 differential of the input to the
corresponding unit of the value net. In cases of N(<5) = I. the input "ector
is 6 itself since 8x8.J8x8.1 = 1 and since 8x8.J8x8.j = °if i f. j. In cases
of N(<5) > 1, the input vector is °since 8xg.J8xg.,8x8.k = a for the any
combination of {i.j,k}.

The output part of the learning data for the network has the form of 0 =
(00, .... 00 ....). All the elements of the output are the element of the output
space or ".'. 0° = * means that there is no differential data for 6 and that
thE're will be no back propagation for 6.
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3.5 Forward Propagation

First, we give the algorithm for forward propagation. \\'e show how the input
I = (10 .... , /6 ... _) is propagated fon\'ard through I he network

I stands for the layer in which the lInit belongs. It is not essemiallhat there
e.xiSIS a layer structure in the network. lIere we assume the layer structure for
the ease of cxplanal ion. The same algorithm applies for the networks without
the layer structure.

3.5.1 nits in the Value Net (FP)

The input and output to the at~) unit are given by the following equations.

a(m) here is the m-th derivative of the function u. Note that a u}.71
) unit has

V?I for its input as a a unit.

lIere we put Yr, = nclt>Y?'1 = netD-x?,. The value net does not have any yO unit
as in d nel, but we assume the above because of uniformity of the descriptions
between the value net and the c5 net.

The algorithm for the forward propagation for the unit. in the value net is
as follows. a here is the sigmoid function for the unit. In this paper we use the
same a for every unit. but the same algorithm applies for the cases where units
have different sigmoid functions.

3.5.2 Units in the D et (FP)

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

V?I = neLt>V?i = hi + L WI]XI-I.)
JEP(i)

XI.1 = a{net t> X?i) = a{v?,)

nett>uf.~) = V?

uf.~) = o(m){V?J

x?,.

~".2

The input and output of xt.1 unit are the same and given by the following
equations. Units of this kind arc Sigma-Pi units described in [34].

The input and output for vt unit are the same and given by the following
equations.

Pigure 3.l: Netwo1'k structun: fo1' learning d'/.f]e1·ential data: On the left-hand
side of the figure there are the units in the multilayer perceplroll part, which
we call the value net. There is corresponding 0 net for each differential operator
o. This figure shows one of those 0 nets on the right side. 0 net has xO. yO, and
aIm) units for each xO = x unit in the value net. u(m) unit has input [rom yt
units of the value net, which Figure 3.1 does not show. Connection weights WI.)
are same in the value net and 15 nets.

vt =ll.eft>yf.1 = L tL'l.jxL1.j

}

(3.13)

nel~:rI., = 8;~) (x?,)

= :L du. {,,::(an II (yr.)'}
(d~6.A)e \"'(0) (c,o')EA

The product about 6. will be kept as P~I'

(3.11)

(3.15)



error function with resJ>C<'l to the inpUl to the unit." \\"c denote that value by
([> u for the unit 1:t. Therefore the definition of (Do u is given by the following
('(Illation for the error function E.

The following sections give the back propagation algorithms for the types
of units. This algorithm is for a set of one pattern (lp,Op), but it is easily
extendable to the case of sets of multiple patterns by summation. It is assumed
that the input I p is fed to the network, and forward propagated through the
network.
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This is not essential for the algorithm. but it affects the efficiency of the imple
mentation of the algorithm.

proof of the last equation in (3.14) If we set f(x!) ::::: Y~l where Y~I is
being seen as a function of Xl, then t1(J) equals 10 the Jl product in Equation
(3.14), which is Pf'I" Since X?I = q(Y~I) = a(f(xl », essentially the same mech
anism applies to both Equations (3.14) and (3.7) by the correspondence of the
a function in (3.14) to the exponential function e in (3.7). Therefore <lo.t!:.. in
Equal ion (3.Jt1) is exactly the same as the one in Equation (3.7). 0

3.6 Error Function

3.7. BACK PHOPAGATJON

,~u=-~
8neic.u

21

(3.19)

\Ve define the error function by the following equation.

(3.16)

lIere 0
6 is a learning constant corresponding to o.

For the set of patterns Up.Op) where p = /0, £6 is calculated as follows.
F'irst , each I p is fed into the network, and propagated forward through the
network. Then using the output of network and the given output Op, which is
sometimes called teacher signal. £6 is given by the following equation. 3

(3.17)

3.7.1 Units in the Output Layer (BP)

{'S for the units xO's in the Olltput layer 5 are given 8.<:; follows. (In the following
equations subscripts for t he layer and the unit are omitted to avoid too complex
equations.)

First. ([>xo, which is ( for the units in the output layer of \'alue nel. is gh'en
by the following equation.

(3.20)

In cases of 0 > 0, it is given by the following equation

For the units in the value net other than in the output layer, the back propa
gation algorithm is essentially the ordinary back propagation algorithm with f

of (J unit.

Usual back propagation algorithm does not include the learning constant in
the energy, but the constant is used to srale the update values for weights {3-t1.
Our algorithm includes the learning constants in the energy. This is because
each 0 has an individual learning constant. If we take the former way 1. update
values for earh 0 have to be managed and more memory space is needed. It
is unpractical for the higher order differentials. So the following algorithm is
designed to include the learning constants before the ('s are given to the units
in output layer.

3.7 Back Propagation

-~=-o'~
fJnet t> x 6 anet t> x6

-o'~~: = 0' (0: - x:)

3.7.2 Units in the Value Net (BP)

(3.21)

First, we are going to show the back propagation algorithm of ( for each type
of units, Then we show the update rules for the weights and thresholds, In the
following e<luations, we assume the case of one pattern and omit the subsnipt
of the pattern

(5 which are propagated backward through the network correspond to what
are propagated in ordinary back propagation. That is ~'the differential of the

30nly the subscript for the pattern is given for x in order to avoid too complex equations
lThat. is to scale the update \'aJUE~ by learning constants.

Using E defined in Section 3.6, WI.) is updated as follows,

ntL'I,} = - a:~J (3.18)

ft>X?_1.1
{)E

- fJnet [> X?_LI

{)E {)net~y?)

~ - 8net [> Y~j 8net [> X?-l.i

L f [> yrJ "U'j.1 (JI(~\ ,i

)

(3.22)
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L-~ fJnetc>x?J + L o_E_unetc>o::?"
} 8net t> x?} 8nelt>Y?_I.1 m~l anc/[>a:~lr, 8ndt>YI_l.,

,~x?_J.' + L (~ut'i., (3.23)
m~l

E\'en though nett>x?-1.1 = nett>y?_l., = nell_I., (c.c. Equation (3.9)). xt!.1
and ytl.l units need different back propagation algorithms. This is because
their outputs are connected to the different units. X?_1.1 unit's Olltput is COII

nected to Y?J unit and yP-1.1 unit's output is connected to X?_1.1 units and a
units.

L _~ oneil.',
1l'6'2::6 anetf, anci Co ytl

6'~6([>xf,

L d6·.Aa1.~P)) c (Vf.I)C-l
AcSum(A)=6'I\3c (c-,6)eA

X C".'''JED-t<dm(yfY') (3.26)

3.7.3 Units in the 6 Net (BP) These algorithms summarized for 0 > 0 and 111. ~ I as follows.

3.8 Update Rules for Weights

In this section. we show the update rules for weights and thresholds. The same
weight shows up in the value net and in the corresponding places of the b net
in Figure 3.1. Therefore the llpdate value for the weight should be the SUIll of
update values for t hose corresponding weights. Using equations for ( obtained
ill Section 3.7, the update rule for the weight 'IL,!.) is as follows.

(3.30)

(329)x ( II (Yt.',')"')
(c".o")E(6-{(c.o)})

L (~yi.J wJ., (3.27)
J

L (t>Xt.1

o,V(o)~m

X ( L d,,, Pf:,) U~::'+I) (3.28)
"T(")~," A Su"'!")='

o'~oEt>Xt.'1

L dO'.6 af;(6)) C (V!.I)C-l
6,Sum(6)=o'1\3c(c.o)E6

(t>Xf-I,1

x ( L d,,, II (Yi',r) U~.7'+I)
6 T(A)=rn 1\ Sum(A)=o' (c.O')E.6.

L (t>xt

o;N(6)~m

x ( L d,." Pf:,) U)::'+I) (3.25)
" T("J~'" A Su",(")~'

Por the xf_I.) units in 0 net other than in the output layer, the back propagal iOIl

algorithm will be given by the following e<luation.

(t>xLI., -~ = L_~ 8net: Y!.J
8nel t_ 1" ) 8nett>YI,} 8nelj_l.,

'"' 0 aU!.}
~(t>Yl.j DxtLI

L'~yL w).' (3.24)
J

Por the at:l
) units in 0 net, the back propagation algorithm will be given by

the following equation

8£ 8£ 8u~.';')

- 8nel t> at;) = - aat;) anell.
'

L _~~a(m+l)
oN(o)~m axL 8at;) 1,1

L ft>Xt

o;N(o)~m

For the uf., units in 0 net, the back propagation algorithm will be given by

the following equation. (Note that 8netfJ8nett>yr., = 8xfJ8vt.)

8E
- 8nett>vt

Note that weight updates due to a(fII) units (m ;::: 1) are included in (t> Y~I

Thresholds bl's 6 are special kinds of weights, which appear only in the value
net. Therefore t he update rule for the threshold is as follows.

6Thresholds are sometimes called biases
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DE DE Dnel~y?,

-m;; = - 8nft t> Y~I~

tt>yPI (331)

Since the network has no is net higher lIlan first order, the followings hold for
<5 = (0, ... ,0.1,0, ... ,0).

• V(<5) = {(I. (\.0)))

• 1'((1,<5) = 1

~ote that bias updates due to aIm) units (m 21) arc also included in (C>Y?I'
In cases we use Illomentl~m «'.f. 13-11) in the learning algorithm. the update

rules arc as follows. ( Here ~WI.) and Llb, stand for previous update values.)

The algorithms are given as follows by the symbols of this paper. The
forward propagation algorithms for the value net and the 6 nets are given by
Equations (3.9) and (3.10), and Equations (3.12). (3.13), and (3.1~) respec
tively. Except for the last one, they are not any simpler for the first order case.
Equation (3.14) takes the following form for the first order case

D.Wi.)

ll.b,

~{c>yt xf-I.} +/Jiiwi,j

(~y?, + Ji':.b,

(332)

(333) xt.. (3.3·1)

3.9 Correspondence to Tangent Prop in the First
Order Case

Up to here, Section 3 has given an algorithm for learning differential data of
arbitrary order.

In this section. we give an algorithm for learning diffrrential data of first
order as a special case and establish the equivalence between tangent prop as
described in [36] and the algorithm proposed here.

The following correspondence establishes the equivalence. First, the value
net in this paper corresponds to the Xetwork in {36J and the J net of the first
order corresponds to the Jacobian network in 136J- The symbol correspondences
are given in the following, where c5 = (0... ,0,1,0, ... , 0). The symbols on the
left-hand side are those of 136] and the symbols on the right-hand side are those
of this paper.

• a~ - Y~I = nelC>x~,

• b~_-~

.~: -xf.,

• l'~ - (c>Yf,

The backward propagation algorithms for the value nel and the c5 nets are
given by Equations (3.22) "nd (3.23), and Equations (3.27), (3.28). and (3.29)
respectively. Those equations take the following forms for the first order case.

fC>X?_l.l L (C> Y~j W).I U}:)1.1 (3.35)
J

([>Y?-1.1 (:[>X?_1.1 + ([>U}:\.I (336)

(c>xf_1.1 L(l>yt.)'U:).I (3.37)
J

(: l> a:'~) (: [> xt yf., a:'~) (3.38)

(l>yt.1 (: l> xf., a:'~) (3.39)

The weight update rules given by Equations (3.32) and (3.33) are the same
for t.he first order case as for the general case.

Along with the correspondence provided above between the symbols. these
equations are equivalent. to the equations from (3) to (6) in 1361.



Chapter 4

Implementation and
Experiments

In this chapter. we describe the implementation of the proposed architecture
and algorithm for neural networks learning differential data. Then we illustrate
the results of rather simple experiments by the above implementation

4.1 Outline of the Program

The architecture and the algorithm of neural networks learning differential data
as described in Chapler 3 have been implemented. The main module of the
program is written in C++ while auxiliary modules are written in Yace, Lex,
Perl and Java. The total size is about 5,000 lines.

The overall structure of the program is given in Figure 4.1.
The parser module written in Yace and Lex of the program reads a config

uration file with C++-like syntax as in Figure 4.3
The program creates the structure of Figure 3.1 up to the necessary differ

ential order. Then it propagates the input forward and the errors backward
through the network to learn the given data. During the learning, the main
module communicates with the graphical user interface (GUI) module (see Fig
ure 4.2) written in Java through CORBA (Common Object Request Broker
Architecture) [9] to display the status of the neural network and let the user
change the parameters for the learning.

Though a layered structure of any number of layers and a fixed sigmoid
function for all units are being assumed, these restrictions can be easily removed
since the program is implemented in object oriented way.

This program produces a log file while it is running. Log files include infor
mation on the errors and the values of weights. Perl scripts parse the log files,
to produce the graphs to show the changes of errors, and to extract the weights
of the network for use in the next session by the program or in t>.lathematica
programs.

The sigmoid function, 0, used for all the units, I is given by Equation (4.1).
u(x) = 0.5 and u'(x) = 0.25 when x = O. See F'igure 2.1.

ISince the sigmoid function is implemented as an object, it is easy to replace this function
with lheother function

27
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Figure 4.1: Program Structure: The figure shows the overall structure of the
program. Details are given in the text. Figure 4.2: Java CUI: The main module of the program communicates with

the graphical user interface (GUl) written in Java through CORBA. Users can
see the status of the neural network such as the current errors. They can also
seL t.he parameters such as learning constants and momentum during learning
dynamically by adjusting the slide bar or by typing the number in directly.
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q(x)=~

II
II eOl.cfg
/ / This is a configuration file for an experiment.

II

number_of_differentials = 1;
differential_list = {ll;

create_networkO;

( II)

An "Element'l (which corresponds to 6) of the program represents the tree
defined by the differential operator. aN (6) jerx in Figure 3.1.

A "Term" (which corresponds to ~) of the program represents the node
where the product of outputs of y' units and a a unit is calculated. 2

Then a." in Equation (3.14), the products are multiplied by the coefficient,
dtS,l:1 and summed. The object ~'Expression" of the program corrf?'Sponds to
this calculation. The relationship between an "Expression" and an I.Element
is a one-to-one corresponden('e. They are separated for the sake of clarity of
programming.

d6.f:1 in Section 3.1 corresponds to ·'expressioll.coefficients[ir', which is the
coefficient for the Term, ·'expression.termslij"

In Equation (3.28), the inner summalion is taken ovcr the Elements (o's)
that have "totaLorder" more than m. The outer summat.ion of Equation (3.28)
is taken over the Terms (~'s), which belong t.o the Expression, which in turn
corresponds to the Element o. 3

In Equation (3.29), the inner summation is taken o\'er the Elements (0"5)
which have "total-order" more than N(o). The outer summation of Equation
(3.29) is taken over the Terms (.6.) that belong to the Expression, which in turn
corresponds to the Element o.

set-"lphas ({O. 40, O. 25}) ,

4.1.1 Correspondence between the Algorithm and the Pro
gram

~ in Section 3.1 corresponds to the object, "Term" in the program. N(~)

corresponds to ··term.Bum_elements'· in the program. c, corresponds to ·'tcrm.powers/ij"
for an "Element" 0

"
T(.6.) corresponds to ··term.sigma_diff··.

This section gives the correspondence between the algorithm described in Sec
tion 3 and the program. The information given in this section is utilized wben
one needs to see the program and modify it.

o in Section 3.1 corresponds to the object, "Element" in the program. An
"Element" has nOll-negative integer at for its i-th slot and this corresponds to
the differential operator, aa'/fr'x t • As a whole. an '"'Element" with at in its
i-th slot respectively corresponds to the following differential operators.

Figure 4.3: Example Configuration File

4.1.2 Fighting with Bugs

In implementing neural networks as computer programs, it. often happens that
the program with a few bugs often works and sometimes converges on the train
ing data. Therefore, writing a correct program and checking that the program
is working really right is a harder task for neural network implementation than
usual programming.

Furthermore it took more than two thousand lines of code to implement the
core architecture and algorithm of neural networks learning differential data,
while only several tens of lines of code are enough for implementing the core of
standard neural network architecture and algorithm. The architecture and the
algorithm are much more complex than those of the standard neural networks.

In order to avoid the difficulties and to create a correct program, we take
the following measures.

First of all, we used C++ to write the core. Even though, this is the first
program for me to write with C++ 4, 1 believe the choice is the right one.
C++ is a strongly typed object oriented programming language. C++ compiler
gives us warnings for unmatched types and others and many bugs have been
prevented in advance. It would have taken much longer time to implement with
C programming language.

The C++ compiler helped us conSiderably, but the compiler alone does not
solve all the problems. The characteristics of neural network implementations
described previously prevents from determining the implementation is right.

In order to deal with the problem, we use a neural network model built
by t\lathematica 141]. The C++ implementation outputs weight values in the
log file. The information is used with the ~lathelllaticamodel and the C++
implementation is checked against the t\lathematica model in many aspects such

2The node corresponds to the content of the large curly bracket of Equa.tion (3.14)
31f the Term belongs to t.he Expression 6, then ua = 6 is guaranteed.
41 ha\'e written a standard neura.l network with C.

(4.2)

0.5,2.356l9}),
0.5, -2.356l9});
0.5, 2.356l9}),

(pV(') ()N(')

7)fX = {JaIXI ... (}OnX n

add_data({O.l, 1.0,
add_data({0.5, 1.0,
add_data({0.9, 1.0,

epoch = 20000;
learnO;

qUitO,
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as forward propagation. error back propagation, and weight and bias updates.
Thi~ kind of examinat ions has been conducted mallY times to relllove the bugs.

4.2 Framework of Experiments

4.3 Simple Illustrative Examples

In this section. we give simple and illustrative examples and show the quaJitative
characteristics of neuraJ networks learning differential data.

\\'e show the effect of differential data. for the learning problem by taking
the following sine function as a target function.

Figure 4.5: F\ll1ction Learned with Sta.ndard Back Propagation: The graph of
the consequent neural networks after learning with standard back propagation.

Figure 4.4 Target Sine Function as a Simple Example: y = 0.3sin(27r(x
0.1)/0.8) + 0.5

(4.3)y = 0.3 sin(27r(x - O.J )/0.8) + 0.5

In this section, we describe the framework of experiments before we begin to
explain the results of experiments. \\Oe give mainly the common SE'ltings for the
experiments.

There is a distinction between batch learning and online learning.
Batch learning is usually employed in a situation where the set of the patterns

that t he network has to learn is fixed. Forward and backward propagation is
executed for each pattern and weight update values arc accumulated during
the process. The weights are updated only after all the patterns in the set are
processed.

Online learning is usually employed in a situation where the pattern comes
one after another. Forward and backward propagation is executed for each new
pattern and weights are updated each time.

\Ve use batch learning with the fixed set of patterns. An epoch of batch
learning means a whole procedure of forward and backward propagations for
patterns in the set and one set of weight updates. Epoch also indicates the
number of the above procedure executed in the learning up to then

Important parameters are learning constants and momentums. \Ve refer to
0'0 '5 in Equation (3.16) as leanting constants. These parameters determine
the size of steps in the gradient descent process. \Ve refer to (3 's in Equations
3.32 and 3.33 as momentums. The momentum parameter determines the effect
of past weight changes on the current direction of movement in weight space.
As mentioned in Section 2.3, the term with this parameter is used to avoid
oscillaLion for a practical purpose of making rapid learning possible 134).

In this case, both the input and the output are one dimension. The graph
is given by Figure 4.4.

We give three pairs (x, y) or the input aud the output, (0.1. 0.5), (0.5,0.5),
and (0.9.0.5) as training data for a three-layer perceptron with standard back
propagation learning algorithm. The three-layer perceptron is with one unit
in the input layer, six units in the middle (hidden) layer, and one unit in the
output layer.

The output of the consequent neural network after the 20,000 epochs of
learning with learning const.ant 0 0 = 0.4 (see Equation (3.16» is given by
Figure 4.5. The horizontal line almost like y = 0.5 is the output of the neural
network.
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Then we let the neural network of the same architecture learn also the first
order differential data on the same points in the input space. \\'e give three
tuples of (x, y, y'), (0.1,0.5,2.35619), (0.5,0.5, -2.35619), and (0.9,0.5, 2.35619)
as training data.

The output of the consequent neural network after the 20,000 epochs of
learning with learning constants 0 0 = 0.4 and Q I = 0.25 is given by Figure .1.6.
It gives a much better approximation to the target function than the previous
result.

Figure 4.6: Function Learned with First Order Differential Data: The graph of
the consequent neural networks after learning with first order differential data.

Though the number of points taken in the input space is the same (three)
in both cases, but more data is given in the latter case for the neural network
to learn. It is natural that the neural network performs better in the latter
case. However it is sometimes in the real problems very difficult or costly to
have more observation points to obtain training data. If that is the case and if
the differential data can be obtained along with the differential data, then the
learning algorithm, which can utilize the differential data, is very essential

We show the effect of higher order differential data for the learning problem
by taking the following quadratic function as a target function.

Figure 4.7: Target FUnction 2

y = (x - 0.5)2 + 0.4 (4.4)

Also in this case, both the input and the output are one dimension. The graph
of the target function is given by Figure 4.7.

We take x = 0.5 as a training data point. We use a three-layer perceptron
with one unit in the input layer, four units in the middle (hidden) layer, and
one unit in the output layer.

\Ve give a tuple of (x,y,y'L (0.5,0.4,0) as training data. Even with this
first order differential data for usc in learning, the graph of the consequent
neural network is given in Figure 4.8 after 10,000 epochs with learning constants
0° = 0.4 and 0

1 = 0.25. The graph is overlapping with the grid Iinc, Y = 004.

Figure 4.8: Function Learned with First Order Differential Data
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But.. if we also give second order differential data at the training point (a tuple
of (x. y, y', yll), (0.5,0.4, O. 2.0» the consequent neural network approximates
the quadratic function better and the graph is given by Figure 4.9 after 10.000
epochs with learning constants 0° = 0.4. 0 1 =0.5, and 0 2 = 0.25.

Figure 4.9: Function Learned with Second Order Differential Data

//
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Figure 4.10- Function Learned by Third Order Differential Data: The broken
line is the graph of the target function. The solid line is the graph of the
consequent neural net.work after learning.

[0,1]. Then the gradient of the function is adjusted to make the range of the
function over the [OIl] to be included in [0.2,0.8]. The latter step was taken to
make use of more sensitive part of neural networks.

Figure 4.10 gives the graph of the neural networks learning the following
target function from differential data of a tuple (x. y. y'. y", y"'), (0.5.0,0, O. 6.0)
after 10,000 epochs with learning constants 0 0 = 0.4, 0 1 = 0.5, 0 2 = 0.25. and
,,3 =0.1 J(x) = 0.4561l3 (x - 0.342268) + 0.5 (4.6)

y = 2(x - 0.5)3 + 0.5 (4.5)

At x = 0.5, all the derivatives up to third order are identical between the tar
get function and the neural network. But at the both ends, the neural network
deviates from the target function. Though deviations depend on each case, we
need to give some qualitative estimates on the deviations and how much data
points are needed for good learning results. In this paper, we give results on
preliminary experiments in Section 5.3.

4.4 Experiments on Polynomials

In this section, we apply neural networks learning differential data to learn
ing polynomials, report results of experiments, and show some of qualitative
characterist.ics of neural networks learning differential data.

4.4.1 Experiments on a Linear Function

In this section, we apply neural networks learning differential data to learning
a linear function. The target function (Equation 4.6) is created as follows. The
function is made to output 0.5 at a point randomly chosen from the interval

\\'e use a three-layer perreptron with one unit in the input layer, four units in
the middle (hidden) layer, and one unit in the output layer. Learning constants
are set to {OAO, 0.50, 0.25} and the momentum is set to 0.1 for all the cases in
this section.

The first training point (x. y, V', y") = (0.748002.0.685061. 0.456113, 0.0) is
chosen randomly from the inten'a1 [0,1]. The graphs of the neural networks
with value data only, up to first order, and up to second order differential data
after 10,000 epochs, are given by Figures 4.11. 4.12, and 4.13 respectively. At
least in the neighborhood of the training point, the neural network with up to
second order differential data performs better than other neural networks.

In addition to the first training point, the second training point (x, y. y', y") =
(0.0593173,0.3709.13,0.456113,0.0) is chosen randomly fr01l1 t he interval [0, Ij.
The graphs of the neural networks with value data only, up to first order, and
up to second order differential data after 10,000 epochs. are given by Figures
4.14,4.15. and 4.16 respectively.

\Ve cannot tell much difference this time, but all the neural networks with
value data only, up to fir~t order, and up to second order differential data have
converged on the given training data.
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Figure 4.11: Linear F'unction Learned (One Point, Standard BP): A linear func
tion, f(x) = 0.'156113 (x-0.342268)+0.5 is learned by a neural network through
standard back propagation with training value data from one point. 'rhe broken
line is the graph of the target function. The solid line is the graph of the neural
network. The dot.. represents the training point.

Figure 4.12: Linear Function Learned (One Point, Up to First Order): A linear
function, f(x) = 0.456113 (x - 0.342268) + 0.5 is learned by a neural network
with training data up to first order differential data from one point. The broken
line is the graph of the target function. The solid line is the graph of the neural
network. The dot represents the training point.

Figure 4.13: Linear Function Learned (One Point, Up to Second Order): A
linear function, f(x) = 0.456113 (x - 0.342268) + 0.5 is learned by a neural
network with training data up to second order differential data from one point.
The broken line is the graph of the target function. The solid line is the graph
of the neural network. The dot represents the training point.

Figure 4.14' Linear Function Learned (Two Points, Standard BP): A linear
function, f(x) = 0.456113 (x - 0.342268) + 0.5 is learned by a neural network
through standard back propagation with training value data from two points.
The broken line is the graph of the target function. The solid line is the graph
of the neural network. The dots represent the training points.
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Figure 4.15: Linear Function Learned (Two Points, Up to First Order): A linear
function, f(x) = 0.456113 (x - 0.342268) + 0.5 is learned by a neural network
with training data up to first order differential data from two points. The broken
line is the graph of the target function. The solid line is the graph of the neural
network. The dots represent the training points.

Figure 4.16: Linear Function Learned (Two Points, Up to Second Order): A
linear function, f(x) = 0.456113 (x - 0.342268) + 0.5 is learned by a neural
network with training data up to second order differential data (rom two points.
The broken line is the graph of the target function. The solid line is the graph
of the neural network. The dots represent the training points.

4.4.2 Experiments on a Quadratic Function

In this section, we apply neural networks learning differential data to learning
a quadratic function. The target function (Equation 4.7) is created as follows.
First, a function is made to output 0 at two points x = 0.532b05, x = O. 60-192
randomly chosen from the interval [0, 1]. Then other coefficient are adjusted to
make the range of the function over the 10, iJ to be [0.2,0.81. The latter step
was taken to make lise of more sensitive part of neural networks.

f(x) = 1.2363 (x - 0.532 05) (x - O. 60492) + 0.23318 ) (4.7)

\\'e lise the same settings as in as in Section 4.4.1. \\'e use three-layer per
ceptron with one unit in the input layer, four units in the middle (hidden) layer,
and one unit in the output layer. Learning constants are set to {0.40, 0.50, 0.25}
and the momentum is set to 0.1 for all the cases in this section.

The training point (x. y, y', y") = (0.434126,0.285203. -0.649113, 2.4726) is
chosen randomly from the interval fa, I}. The graphs of the neural networks
with value data only, up to first order, and up to second order differential data
after 10,000 epochs, are given by Figures 4.17, 4.18, and 4.19 respectively.

Also in this case, the neural network with up to second order differential
data performs better than other neural networks in the neighborhood of the
training point.

O.8~
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Figure 4.17: Quadratic Function Learned (One Point, Standard HP): A
Quadratic function, f(x) = 1.2363 (x - 0.532805) (x - 0.860492) + 0.233188
is learned by a neural network through standard back propagation with train
ing vallie data from one point. The broken line is the graph of the target
function. The solid line is the graph of the neural network. The dot represents
the training point.
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Figure 4.18: Quadratic F\mction Learned (Onc Point, Up to [<,irst Order): A
Quadratic function, f(x) = 1.2363 (x - 0.532805) (x - 0.860,192) + 0.233188 is
learned by a neural network with training data up to first order differential data
from one point. The broken line is the graph of the target function. The solid
line is the graph of the neural network. The dot represents the training point

4.5 Experiments on a Sine Function

In this section. we apply neural networks learning differential data to learning
a sine function. report results of experiments, and show some of qualitative
characteristics and quantitative data of neural networks learning differential
data.

The task is essentially more difficult than the task in Section 4.4 since any
order derivative of the function is non-constant. This section also provides
results on neural networks learning up to third order differential data.

\Ve use the following sine function as a target function, which ranges 10.1. 0.91
for the domain of [0.0, 1.01. (See figure 4.20.)

f(x) = 0.4 sin(27rx) + 0.5 (4.8)

\<\Fe carried out three experiments to compare the proposed algorithm with
the standard back propagation (BP). First, we give the common settings for all
three cases and then we give the individual settings for each case.

The neural network and its initial state are the same for all cases. \Ve use
a neural network with one input unit, 16 hidden units, and one output unit.
The weights and biases are initialized with the values chosen randomly from the
interval [-0.01,0.011. The momentum was set for 0.1

Here follows individual settings.

Case 1 (Standard BP with three data points): \Ve trained the network
with the standard back propagation algorithm. Learning constants is 1.0 for

Figure 4.19: Quadratic Function Learned (One Point, Up to Second Order): A
Quadratic function, f(x) = 1.2363 (x - 0.532805) (x - 0.860492) + 0.233188 is
learned by a neural network with training data up to second order differential
data from one point. The broken line is the graph of the target function. The
solid line is the graph of lhe neural network. The dot represents the training
point.

Figure 4.20: Target sine function: f(x) = 0.4 sin(27rx) + 0.5
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value data Thrce training data points arc the same Olles a<; in Case 1. The
neural networks are trainC'd for the 10.000 learning epochs on the value data
from thE' three training data points.

Case 2 (Standard BP with nine data points): \\'e trained the network
with the standard back propagation algorithm. Learning constants is 1.0 for
value data. Nine t raining data. poinL<;. 0.1, 0.2,. . 0.9, were selected uniformly
from the interva1IO.lJ. The l1euralnC'l'....orks are trained for the 10,000 learning
epochs on the value data from the nine training data points.

Case 3 (Up to first order with three data points): \\'e trained the
network with the algorithm propQS('d in this paper lip to the second order
Learning constants are 1.0 and 0.0 I for value data and first order different ial
data. respectively. Three training data points were randomly selected from the
interval [0.1]. The neural networks are trained for the 200.000 learning epochs
on the training data up to first order from the three training data points.

Case 4 (Up to second order with three data points): \\'e trained the
network with the algorit.hm proposed in this paper up La t.he second order.
Learning constant.s are 1.0, 0.01, and 0.001 for value data, first order differential
data. and second order differential data. respecti\'ely. Three training data points
were randomly selected from the interval [0, tJ. The neural networks are trained
for the 1,000.000 learning epochs on the training data up Lo second order from
the three training data points.

Case 5 (Up to third order with three data points): \Ve trained the
network with the algorithm proposed in this paper up to the second order
Learning constants are 1.0, 0.01. 0.001, and 0.0000001 for value data, first order
differential data, second order differential data and third order differential data.
respectively. Three training data points were randomly selected from the inter
vallO, 1]. The neural networks are trained for the 3,000,000 learning epochs on
the training data up to third order from the three training data points.

\\'e carry out. the experiment in case ] to see how well the standard back
propagation algorithm performs if the number of data points is the same as in
case 3.

\\'e carry out the experiment in case 2 to see how well the standard back
propagation algorithm performs if the number of data given to the neural net
work is the same as in case 4. Since there are value, first order differential,
and second order differential dat.a for each data point, there is t.hree t.imes more
data for each data point in the case 4 than the standard back propagation cases.
Therefore nine data points are selected for the case 2.

Figures 4.21, 1.22,4.23,4.24, and ll.25 show the value, the first order, and the
second order outputs of the trained neural networks for three cases. Naturally
the first and the second order outputs are much closer to those of target function
in cases 1 than cascs 2 and case 3 on the training data points.

The table 4.1 is given to see the overall performance of the trained neural
networks on the interval 10, 11. 1111,.0,1111,.1, and 11112.2 distances on the interval
[0, 1] between the target function and the trained neural network are given in

11111,.0 1111,.1 1111,., 1111,.3
Case 1 10.1714 1.473 8.780 74.25
Case 2

1

0.04478 1.007 14.59 260.6
Case 3 0.1085 0.9613 8.712 130.:l
Case 4 0.07305 0.b281 12.45 293.3
Case 5 0.04232 0.4039 3.575 74.88

Table 4.1: 1111>.0, 1111>.1. 1111,." and 1111,.3 distances: 1111,.0, II 1'.1. II 2." and
lllb.2 distances on the inten'al [0, tJ between the target function and the trained
neural network are gi\'en for each case.

the table for each case. These distances are given by the following equations
where n(x) is the function defined by the neural netv...·ork.

IIJ - nll,.1 = {r l
(dlJ(Xl _ d'n(Xl)'}l/' (4.9)

Jo dxl dx1

Figure 4.26 gives learning curves for all the cases. The graphs show the
changes of errors for cases 1. 2. 3. 4, and 5 from the top respectively.

\\'e describe se\'eral observations obtained from those experiments.
First of all. the neural networks in case 3, 4. and 5 all succeeded to learn

to approximate all the training data up to second order on the training data
points. This also supports the correctness of the proposed algorithm along with
the check by t\lathematica.

In Table 4.1, the 1111,.0 distance from the target function of the neural net
work in case 4 happens to be smaller than the one in case 1. This might suggests
that the neural networks learning differential data can gh'e better o\'erall per
formance over the domain than the standard back propagation neural networks
if the constraints on differential data are given along with the constraints on
value data.

On the other hand, the 11112.2 distance from the target function of t.he neural
network in case 4 happens to be larger than the one in case 1. This was quite
unexpected, but the situation might change when we add more data points.

Even though there are such several reversals in Table 4.1, overall performance
gets better with higher order differential data.

Another unexpected observation is that it took fairly large learning epochs
for case 2, which are comparable to case 4. \Ve expected to have large learning
epochs for case 4 since learning differential data will need subtle adjustments,
but we did not expect for case 2 since there is only training value data to learn.
This might suggest that the number of learning epochs needed does not depend
on the differential order of the data but on the size of the training data. 5

For the above observations, we need to carry out analyses and further ex
periments to confirm them

SThe actual learning time also depends on the time needed for each epoch, .....hich is longer
for higher differential orders even if the size of training data is the same. Neverthel~ it is an
interESting point to consider theoretically.
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Figure 4.21: ICase 1] Outputs of the tmined network: The graphs show the
value, first order, second order, and third order outputs of the neural network
in case 1 from the top respectively. The solid lines show the outputs of the
trained neural network in case 1 after 10,000 learning epochs. The broken line
is the output of the target function. The dots represent the three training data
points.

Figure 4.22: ICase 2] Outputs of the tmined network: The graphs show the
value, first order, second order, and third order outputs of the neural network
in case 2 from the top respectively The solid lines show the outputs of the
trained neural network in case 2 after 1,000,000 learning epochs. The broken
line is the output of the target function. The dots represent the nine training
data points.
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Figure 4.23: [Case 31 Outputs of the trained network: The graphs show the
\'3.lue, first order. second order. and third order outputs of the neural network
in case 3 from the top respectively. The solid lines show the outputs of the
trained neural network in case 3 after 200,000 learning epochs. The broken line
is the output of the target function. The dots represent the three training data
points.

Figure 4.24: [Case 41 Outputs of the trained network: The graphs show the
value, first order, second order, and third order outputs of the neural network
in case <1 from the top respectively. The solid lines show the outputs of the
trained neural network in case 4 after 1,000,000 learning epochs. The broken
line is the output of the target function. The dots represent the three training
data points.



Figure 4.25; [Case 51 Outputs of the tramed network: The graphs show the
value, first order, second order, and third order outputs of the neural net.work
in case 5 from the top respectively. The solid lines show the outputs of the
trained neural network in case 5 after 3.000,000 learning epochs. The broken
line is the output of the target function. The dots represent the three training
data points.

Figure 4.26: Learning curoes: The graphs show the changes of errors for cases L
2, 3,4. and 5 from the top respectively. The axes of the graphs have logarithmic
scaling. "Total", "Error 0", "Error 1", "Error 2" and "Error 3" stand for E in
Equation (3.16), value, first order, second order, and third order errors (~s in
Equation (3.17)) respectively. Por cases 1 and 2, I'TotaP' and "ErrorO" are the
same beca.use the learning constant for the cases is 1.0. Case 1, 2, 3, 4, and
5 have learning epochs of 10,000', 1,000,000, 200,000, 1,000,000, and 3,000,000
respectively.
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Chapter 5

Analyses

In this chapter, we presem analyses of neural networks learning differential data
mainly in the first order cases. Analyses include comparison with extra pattern
scheme, sample complexity, effect of irrelevant features, and noise robustness.

\Vhal is a fair comparison between standard back propagation and learning
differential data? There are many cases where one can get differential data
along with value data at. a very small cost, such as Simard's case of pattern
recognition [36]. In those cases, it is justified to use extra resources (space and
lime) in order to utilize additional information and to get more accurate results.
But is that all? Is differential data just additional information? Is differential
data not different from, for example. adding new value patterns? In this chapter,
we tackle these questions from many viewpoints.

\\'e call the first derivatives of functions slopes for short in this chapter. '\"e
also call the following type of learning, EBNN learning. In EBNN learning, we
let the neural network learn all the axial first derivatives along with the value
data of the target. function and we use the same learning constant for all the first
derivatives. 8BNN learning is named after Explanation-Based Neural Network
[25] where this type of learning is used. 1\lost of the results in this chapter are
on this type of learning.

The experiments for the analyses in Sections 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 are con
ducted with the implementation specialized for EBNN learning, a prior imple
mentation to the one described in Chapter 4.

5.1 Comparison with Extra Pattern Scheme

In this section, we attempt a comparison between learning differential data and
learning extra value patterns. First, we give a mathematical formalization of
the problem as a foundation for comparison. Then through the arguments of a
simple case and a general case, we show that adding differential error function
gives good characteristics to the set of global minima and some advantages over
adding additional value error function for new value patterns. 1

Let It : U C R' ~ Rm be the target function that has to be learned. Let the
neural network in consideration have s parameters (that are \veights and biases).

lin this section we set aside the problem of how to reach the global minima (i.e. leamability
issue) and concentrate on the structure of the set of global minima.

53
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For U' E 11 _ n', define fl1(w) : U C R/ - R'" as the function computed by
the neural network with parameters set to Ii'. Let ge be gtnemltzallOn n,or
such that 2

Min(ge) = (w E IV Ige(w) is minimum} (5.4)

Min(e v) = (WE IVlev(lV) is minimum} (5.5)

Min(e,) = (w E IV le,{w) is minimum} (5.6)

Min(ev + e,) = (w E IV lev(w) + ",(lV) is minimum} (5.7)

The strategy of standard back propagation is to minimize the mean square
error between the va!u('S of the funttions It and fn(w) on the training patterns
by gradient descent. Th(' strategy of the neural networks learning diffcrcllLial
data is to usc' the value and (l1De,'enlial data errors combined instead of the
value onI't' error.

For a' fixed set of points P = {Pl., P2 . .... Pr} c U we define fUlloionals (as
fUIlC'lions on \r) ev and es and sets as follows'

2The problem is more generally formulated as follows: Fix a function It in {f : U C
R/ _ nm}. Define 8 functional ge over the set V C {f : U C R' - R m

} whose range is
R. Assume that ye(f) > 0 for any f E V and that ge(ff) = O. For example, ge could be
the L,P-distance or L.XI-distance from the function If with appropriate measure on U. The
measure might be used to express the probability distribution of data. We call the functional
ge the 9fmemllzahon enur. The problem is to.find 8 function ~ E V with ~he property that
ye(ftl = minJev ge(f) with access to information of It on a fi.nlle set of pomts in U.

With th('SC definitions in place, .....e can think of Vasa version space for this problem and
ge as fitness of these hypotheses (Le. functions). By identifying the set or ...;eig~lS (including
biases) w ERn = Wand lhe function fn(w) computed by the neural network With the weight

~'Il~:i~:~~d:;:t~~~~\':.rs~~lnt~~~':~:nO~;::e"~i~~~ls:Cl~l~~~l~Y~d~;'~~~i~~l~~S t::y~.~~;:
spaceH'

5.1.1 A Simple Case

to the pattern set. In the following sections we see the <Iualitative difference
between learning differential data and extra pattern scheme.

In the extra pattern scheme. we need additional information about nearby
patterns. To get the information might be casU...' even if they are near the orig
inal patterns in the pattern set. \\'e can devise another scheme in which we use
the standard back propagat iOll and the same information as learning differential
data. \Ve use the value and slope information of the original pattern to extral>
olate the values of nearby patterns and add them to the value pattern set. We
call this method the synthesized palleT'll scheme. The same line or arguments in
the following sect ions applies for comparison between learning different ial data
and synt hcsized pattern scheme as one between learning differential data and
extra pattern scheme, and we limit our comparison to extra pattern scheme.

In this section. by using a simple example, we now intuitively demonstrate that
learning differential data and the extra pattern scheme are qualitatively different.

Lei us take the example of approximating the function f(x) = a(x. 1.0) =
1/(1 + e- X

) by u(x,w,b) = 1/(1 + e-(wx+b). lVe can think of it as a function
approximation by a single threshold unit with a weight wand a bias b. \Vhatever
the reasonable choice or ge may be, Al1n(ge) = (w,b) = (110) because two
functions f(x) and u(x, w, b) are identical if and only if (w, b) = (1,0). lVithout
loss of generality we pick x = 0.5 as a training example. In this case l e\.(w,b)
has a surface like one in Figure 5.1. The curve on the surface is the projection
of Min(e,.) = {(w. b) I0.5(lV - I) - b = O} onto the surface. The point on the
surface is the projection of (lV, b) = (1,0). In Figure 5.2 we plot the surface of
ell(w,b). The curve on the surface is the projection of Afi71.(es ) onto the surface.
The point on the surface is the projection of (w,b) = (1,0). \rith either ey or
es only, there is no reason why the gradient descent method prefers one point to
another on t.he corresponding curve. But if we add ev and es together, then the
surface looks like one in Figure 5.3. The curves on the surface are the project ions
or Afin(ev ) and AJin(es) onto the surface. The point on the surface is the
projection or (lV,b) = (1,0). In this case, Min(e, + e,) = Min(ge) = «(1,0)).
In order to approximate the function correctly using the value error only, we
need two different points as examples. Using ev + ell we could approximate the
function correctly even from one point.

It is true that we are extracting more information from one point when we
are using ey + es instead of ey • Let us see what happens if we take e~ with
respect to a point in the neighborhood of the point x = 0.5 instead of ell and
let us see what is the qualitative difference between these two. The surface of
ev + e~ with ev for x = 0.5 and e~ for x = 0.6 looks like one in Figure 5.4. Two
lines on the surface is the projection of AJin(ey) and i\fin(e~) on the surface.
Two lines are almost identical and the error surface is almost identical to Figure
5.1 except t.hat the scale on Error axis has doubled. The surface of Figure 5.4
is not much different from the surface of Figure 5.1 qualitatively.

On the other hand in Figure 5.3. two curves intersect at a much larger angle.
even though two cUr\'es are constructed from information on one point. And
the surface of Figure 5.3 is quite different from Figure 5.1.

From this observation, we can expect that adding new points near the origi
nal points of training examples does not contribute much to finding minima, and

(5.3)

(5.2)

(5.1)

c 1

1
8ft 8fn(w) I'

e,(Jn(w)) = ~~ ~(p,) - ~(p,)

ev(Jn(W)) = L /,(1',) - fn(w)(I',)'
1=1

gc(J) = i·It(I') - f(I')I' dl'
l'

e,(w)

where J stands for the number of units in the input layer and subscript s of ell

stands for slope (i.e. first derivatives).
If we take value data from new points near the original points. we might be

able to mimic the effect of slope information. For example, if we add a value
pattern, {{XI + ..6.Xl, X2, ,XI}, f(xi + ~XI, X2, ... ,Xt)} along with the original
value pattern {{x\,x2, ,xI},f(x\,x2, ... ,Xt)} to the pattern set, the pattern
set has implicit information of of /OX(Xl, X21 ... ,xI) in it.

As the time complexity of neural networks learning differential data is more
expensive than that of standard back propagation, it is in a sense fair to compare
learning differential data against standard back propagation with more training
patterns. \Ve call this method the extra pattern scheme, in which we apply the
standard back propagation with nearby patterns of the original patterns added
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Figure 5.1: Value error: ev(w,b) is plotted. The curve on the surface is the
projection of Min(e,) = ((w,b) I0.5(w-l) -b = OJ onto the surface. The point
on the surface is the projection of (w,b) = (1 1 0).

Figure 5.2: Slope error: ev(w, b) is plotted. The curve on the surface is
the projection of i\/in(es) onto the surface. The point on the surface is the
projection of (w.b) = (1,0).

Figure 5.3: Value error and slope error combined: ev + es is plotted..
The curves on the surface are the projections of A/in(ev ) and Afin(es) onto the
surface. The point on the surface is the projection of (w1b) = (1,0). Note that
two curves intersect at a much larger angle than the curves in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Value errorS on two points: ev + e~ is plotted Two lines 011

the surface is the projection of A/in(ev ) and Alin(e~) on the surface. The point
on the surface is the projection of (w,b) = (1,0). Note that these two lines are
almost identical.

that learning differential data is much more noise-tolerant than extra pattern
scheme.

5.1.2 A General Case

In this section, we extend the analysis in the previous section to a morc gen
eral case with reasonable conditions. \Ve show even in a general case that the
additional value error function of a nearby point of the original point is less
noise-tolerant than the slope error function of the original point.

Let It be the target function and In be the function computed by the neural
network. \\"e consider the case of a single point Po E U (U is the input space)
and a single output unit. Therefore we are considering the case of a single
pattern {POI/t(PO}}' \Ve notate ee for the value error and e~ for the slope error
wit.h respect to PO. \Ve also consider moving Po a little. Let us take a very short.
line {p(t) = Po + t 6.p = (P6 + t 6.p', ... ,Pb + t 6.pl) I t E \0, III in the input
space so that p(O) = Po. \Ve not.ate e;(l) for the value error for the single point
p(t).

Here are two assumptions we make.

1. Afin(eeL AJin(e~)1 and Afin(l;(l» have at least one point in common.
That. is:

A1in(e~) n .\lin(e~) n A1in(<;;(I)) " 3wo (5.8)

2. (V'w!n)(U·O.Po). (V'n'!n)(U:O,p(I)), and (V'w~) (teo,Po)"s are non-zero

vectors for the above- weight U·o.

Assumption I is not an unreasonable one since J\lin(f?), J/in(e~). and
.\/in(l;(l» are generally hyperplanes (11 - I-dimensional manifolds) in the
weight space H' where n is the dimension of It' and where it' is high-dimen:;ional
enough. If the neural network approximates value and differential data up to
the first order at. Po and value data at p( 1) of the target function It correctly,
then A1in(e~)n A1in(e~) n IlIil1(<;;(I)) is not an elllpty set.

The normals at. Wo to the surfaces 1\/in(ee), 1\1in(e~), and Alin(e;(l» are

(V'w!n)(WO,PO), (V'w!n)(u·O,p(I)), and (V'w~) (wo,Po)'s respectively.

\Ve see how A/in(e;(t» changes from l = 0 to t = 1. In order to do so.
we see the difference of the normals to J\/in(e;(l» al t = 0 and I = 1. By
expanding (V'.ln)(u·o,p(I)) around t = 0, we obtain the following.

~(V'w!n)(1L·o,pO) + 2;= (V'•.~) (u'o.Po) 6.p'

+O(I6.pl') (5.9)

So the difference between the normals to t\lin(ee) and J\lin(e;(l» is ap
proximately a linear combination of normals to A/ill(e~) at. wo0 (See Figure
5.5.) That Illeans that A1in(<;;(I))) is less distinguishable frolll Min(ee) than
.\/ in(e~) in t he neighborhood of Wo.

To use the sum of ee and the value errors e~ls with respect to points {PI =
Po+(O, .... (Il .... O)li = 1. .. , I} has similar effect to use ev+es. But the differences
in normals to these value error surfaces for these points are "ery slight and these
differences are essentially linear combinations of normals to Afin(e~) at U'o.

Therefore we can reconfirm the expectation for the simple case in the pre
vious section. The differences in normals being slight, the differences in the
st.ructures of t.he surfaces of ee and e~ 's are slight and a small amount. of noise
makes these surfaces indistinguishable.

\Ve can put. this the other way around. Taking the surface normal to all of

(\7w~) (u:o.])o) 's at tvo (i.e. taking Afin(e~» is more robust to noise and is

efficient. Using e~ has similar to but more efficient and robust effects on the
structure of the minimum set of the error function than using the value errors
of points near Po.

5.2 How Learnings Work

In t.his section, we pick up one function approximation task and try standard
back propagat.ion and EBNN learning to see how learnings work in detail.

\Ve use t.he following nonlinear function for a learning problem. (See Figure
5.6 for the surface plot of the target. function.)

g(x.y) = 0.5e- lO((z-0 '1'+(y-O 51'1 + 0.25sin(8xy) + 0.25 (5.10)

The task is to approximate this function. The network configuration is two
input units (for x and Y)l six hidden units. and one output unit (for g(x. y».
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W:Weighlspace

The network is fully connected between layers, and each unit has a bias, except
for input units.

One pattern for standard back propagation consists of the input value, x and
VI and the desired value output, g(x, V), for the output unit. One pattern for
EBNN learning consists of the input value, x and Y, the desired value output.
g(x,y}, for the output unit of the value net and the desired outputs for c5 nets,
~(x.y) and ~(x,y).

\Ve use the learning conslants 0.5 for standard back propagation. and 0.4~11

for value data, 0.0278 for EBN:"J' error (the sum of squared errors of all a.xial
first derivati\'es) for EBXN learning.3 \Ve made the nelwork learn for 10.000
epochs. \\'e use ten patterns. The input value of first pattern is taken to be
(0.5,0.5). The input values of the remaining nine patterns were taken from the
uniform distribution on [0.1) x [0,1). In Figure 5.6, the points on the surface
are the projections of the input values of the ten patterns onto the surface. The
lines coming out from the points are the normals to the surface. 4

M;n(e~)

rl
\

\

('I7.!.)(wo·p(l)) \

\

\

\

\

\

\

\

Figure 5.5: General case: The figure shows t he normal vectors (s~own as
arrows) to the surfaces .\/in(ee), J\Jin(e~), and Min(e;(l)). The dIfference
between the normal vectors to two surfaces J\fin(ee) and Alin(€;(l)) is approx
imately a linear combination of the normals to .Min(e~).

Figure 5.6: Surface of the target function: The surface of the target function
is shown. The points on the surface are the projections of input values onto the
surface. The lines coming out from the points are the unit normals to the
surface.

3The choice of learning constants for EBNN learning is made empirically. First 0.5 for back
propagation is divided into the ratio of 8 : I for the value net and /, nets. 'Then the learning
conslantfor/' nets is calculated. by dividjng the quotient by the number of6 nets {in this case
2)

4These normals are normalized. to be the same length in order to make the figure easy to
understand. In the following two figures of surfaces, all the nonnals are also normalized. to be
the same length.
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The graph of the value error EO (sec Equation (3.17)) for standard back
propagation is given by Figure ;).7. The surface learned by learning values only
is given by Figure 5.. The broken lines are the normals to the surface of target
[utlet ion and the solid lines are the normals to this surface learned by back
propagation. ~ole lhat these normals are quite differelll from each other.

Figure 5.7: Error curve of back propagation: The change of the value error
£:0 is plotted against. the number of epochs.

The graphs of the total error E (, which learning constants are involved in
the calculation. See Equation (3.16),) for EBN! learning, its value error part,
and its slope error part are given in Figure 5.9. The surface learned by EBNN
learning given by Figure 5.10. The broken lines are the normals to the surface
of target function and tbe solid lines are tbe normals to tbis surface learned by
EBNN learning. Note tbat in this case tbese two normals for each point are
very close except for one point. Because they are so close, some of the broken
lines are hidden by the solid lines.

\Ve estimated the quality of each learned function after 10,000 epochs by
the average of squares of value errors from the target function 011 200 x 200
equidistanllaUice points. \Ve also call this the generalization error after Section
5.1. It is 0.0102 for the function learned by back propagation and it is 0.0063 for

Figure 5.8: Surface learned by back propagation: The surface learned by
back propagation is shown. The broken lines are the normals to the surface of
the target function and the solid lines are the normals to this surface learned by
back propagation. Note that these normals are quite different from each other.
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Figure 5.9: Error curves of EBNN learning: The graphs of the total efror
E for EBNN learning (sum), its value Cfror part (value), and its slope efror part.
(cbnn-s) are plotted against the number of epochs for the EBNN learning.
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Epoch x 103 Figure 5.10: Surface learned by EBNN learning: The surface learned by
EBNN learning is shown. The broken lines are the normals to the surface of
target function and the solid lines are the normals to this surface learned by
EBNN learning. Note that in this case these two normals for each point are
very close except for one point. Because they are so close, some of the broken
lines are hidden by the solid lines.
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(5.ll)

the function learned hv EBNr\' learning. 5 The generalization errors for learning
proceduTNs by back I;ropagatioll and EB:'\:"l learning are ploltt'd against the
number of epochs in Pigure 5.11. The generalization error for EBNN learning
is faster to drop (\nd its final value is smaller.

;;p
,p-

Figure 5.11: Graphs of generalization errors: The generalization errors for
learning procedures by back propagation and EBNN learning are plotted a~ain~l

the number of epochs. Note thallhe generalization error for EBNN learnmg IS

faster t.o drop and the final value of it is smaller t.han that of back propagation

5.3 Sample Complexity

In this section, we explain the results of the experiments to see the improvement
in generalization of EBNN learning compared to back propagaLion learning in
terms of the number of required training patterns.

\\'e use the funcLion 9 of Equation (5.10) in Section 5.2. We use x and y for
two inputs of the neural network. The general settings for the experiments are

5We have to remind that it is not always the case that EBNN learning outperforms back
propagation. Ho.....e\·er in the following section. statistical results support that EBNN learning
does better than back propagation on average

the same as those described in the beginning of Section 5.2.
\Ve run the experiments for from 1 to 100 patterns. In ('aeh pattern set. til('

first pattern is taken 10 be (0.5,0.5) and the other remaining patterns are taken
from the uniform distribution on the input space, [0. Ij x [0. 1]

\Ve estimate the performance of each learned neural network after 10.000
epochs by the a\"erage of squares of value errors from the target function on
26x 26 equidist3m lattice points. This performance is same as the generalizatlon
error in Section 5.2 except for the number of latlice poims.

\\'e plot the performances of back propagation and EB~;,\ learning against
the number of patterns in Pigure 5.12. Except for small number of patterns and
for more than 50 patterns, EBNN learning out performs back propagation. By
crossing the graphs horizontally, one can see the required number of patterns
to achieve certain performance for EBNN learning is 1 to 2 Limes smaller than
that of back propagation in the region where EBNN learning outperforms back
propagation.

The neural networks used in both methods are the same. Therefore in each
particular trial. back propagation might outperform EBi\N learning.6 By av·
eraging over 10 trials, we can see the apparent tendency that EBNN learning
outperforms back propagal ion as Figure 5.12 shows it.

Por first several patterns and for patterns more than 50, EBNN learning
is outperformed by back propagat ion. \Ve assume the reasons are t he follow·
ing. Back propagation approximates only values at points while EBNN learning
approximates also slopes at points. \\"hile there are a few points, with back
propagation the whole surface stays at the level of somewhat around the given
values, But in EBN:\ learning. fitting slopes makes other parts of surface de
viate from the target surface. As soon as the points are dense enough, EBi\N
learning starts to outperform the back propagation.

But then, the performance of back propagation catches up that of EBNN
learning at 50 patterns. After examining the data of learning procedure, we
observed that EB TN learning stops improving on either the value error or the
EB "N slope error in the early stages of learning procedures. \\'e believe what
is happening here is that there are too many constraints for the number of
parameters (Le. weights and biases) in the neural network. Therefore we be
lieve the reason why EBNl\ learning is outperformed by back propagation is
because of the above and because we estimate the performance in terms of the
generalization error t.hat is essentially the value error.

5.4 Effect of Irrelevant Features

In order to see how irrelevant dimensions affect the learning. we set up the
following experiments.

\Ve use the function 9 of Equation (5.10) in Section 5.2. \\'e used 2 inputs
for x and y as relevant inputs and other 0, 3. or 8 inputs as irrelevant inputs
(Therefore the numbers of the tolal input units are 2,5, and 10 respectively.)
Let Xl, ... be irrelevant inputs. \Ve take the following !i function as the target
function

~ -,,-g_(X,y,Xl"") =g(x.y)

6Aclually in each individual trial. it oflen happened thal back propagation oUlperforms
EBNN learning for certain areas.
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2 Input Units
Pcrt.xlO-3

Figure 5.12: Graphs of sample complexity: \Ve plOL the performances of
back propagat.ion (bp) and EBNN learning (tp) against the number of paLLerns
for from 1 to 100 patterns and join them by the lines. Except for small number
of patterns and for more than 50 patterns, EBNN learning outperforms back
propagation. By crossing the graphs horiwntally. one call see the required
number of pauerns lO achieve certain performance for EBNN learning is 1 to 2
times smaller than that of back propagation in the region where EBi\~ learning
outperforms back propagation.

As t~e input patlerns. we draw the values for {X.y.XI . ... } from the uniform
dist,nbutiOI1 over [0, II. A'S the desired value outputs, we give g(x.y). As thC'
deSIred outputs for 15 nels, we give (~,~, 0, .... 0).

\Ve do essentially the same experiment in Section 5.3 for each !lumber of
input units. \Ve collected the performance of each method on from 1 to 100
patterns. The performances are plotted against the number of patterns for the
networks of 2. 5. and 10 inputs in Figure 5.13. \\'e can see that the performance
of back propagation degenerates rapidly as the number of irrelevant input unit~

increases, while EBN:"J learning stays at the same level.
\Ve use above results lo produce Figure 5.14. \\'e are considering the follow

ing situation. \\'e get one pattern at a time. Each time we make the networks
learn the patterns we have accumulated up t.o the point and make a predic
tion. These graphs show the accumulated mistakes (summed errors) done by
the networks up to the point. (This is similar to the mistake bound in /19].)
The detailed explanation of ,,,,hat are plotted is the following. In these graphs,
we plot the integrated value of the square root of the average performance up
to the number of patterns. Therefore, for the number i, the following value is
plotted. (llere I.A.P. stands for Integrated Average Performance.)

I.A.P. = L Jthe average performance for i patterns (5.12)
1=1

\\'here the average performance is missing. we interpolated its value linearly
from the values known. 7

These results show that EBi'\N learning is more robust to the number of
irrelevant input units. But, of course, there is no magic in learning differential
data. The merit of learning differelllial data is that it can utilize more informa
Iion when there are more input units. \Vhen the dimension of irrelevant inputs
gets large, the informal ion that learning differential data can utilize increases
with the irrelevant dimension while the information back propagat ion can uti
lize stays the same. The point is that learning differential data can use that
additional information from these points.

5.5 oise Robustness

In the frameworks like Explanation-Based Neural Network (EBNN) [25] in which
target slopes are constructed frolll incomplet.e and/or inaccurate world models,
noises in target slopes are inevitable. In this section we explain the results of
experiments to sec how noises in target values and in target slopes affect back
propagation and EBNN learning. The experimental results are adopted from

1221·
\Ve use the function 9 of Equation (5.10) in Section 5.2 as the target func

tion again and used fixed 20 patterns for all the experiments. By numerical
integration, the averages of the absolute values of derivatives are given by:

l' [1¥XldXdY '" 0.893483 (5.13)

----,-7A-Sc:-Fi-gu-ce-5-.14-is-P-'od~u~cw--=<-r<o~m tb. 'esults in Figuce 5.13. lb. g<apbs in Figuce 5.1.1
give the same conclusion that EB:'-IN learning is more robust with respect to the number or
irrelevant input units.
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Figure 5.13: Graphs of effect of irrelevant features: The performances are
plotted against the number of patterns for t.he networks of2, 5, and 10 input.s for
from 1 to 100 patterns. \\'e can see that the performance of back propagation
(bp) degenerates rapidly as the number of irrelevant input units increases, while
EBNN learning (tp) stays at the same level

Figure 5.111: Graphs of mistake bound: In these graphs, we plot I.A.P., the
integrated value of the square root of the average performance up to the number
of patterns. These graphs show that EBNN learning is more robust with respect
to the number of irrelevant input units.
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Value noise level

ThC'y are both around 1.0. '0 we decided to give noises of the Si;ll11C multitude to
deri\'3t ivcs by bot h x and y. \\'hen we say the value (or respect ively slope) noise
le\'el is 0.1. the random value is drawn fr011l the normal probabilistic distribution
with its variation 0.1 and with its mean 0 and it is added to each desired value
(or respectively b net) output.8 \\'hen the resulting desired out put value is less
than 0.0 or greater than 1.0, it is reset to 0.0 or 1.0 accordingly.

Fir!:il. we run standard back propagation, plotting the performances as the
value noise level is varied from 0.0 to 1.0 with the step 0.05 with the 20 patterns.

The result. is given in Figure 5.15.
We then run EBj\l\' learning. plotting performance as the slope noise level is

varied from 0.0 to 2.0 with step 0.1 with the 20 patterns (with zero value noise).
The result is given in Figure 5_16.

\\"c also run 88:\;\ learning. changing both the value and slope noise levels
as in the previous twO experiments. The result is given in Figure 5.17

From these experiments, we can conclude the following
From Figure 5.15 and the cross section of Figure 5.17 for which ··slope noise level =

0.0", EllNN learning generalizes better than standard back propagation ev~n if

value noises are present.
By observing the cross sections of Figure 5.17 for which value noise level is

constant, we call conclude that the greater the value noise level, the less the
slope noise level matters. Also from the abo\-e cross sections and Figure 5.15.
we can also conclude the slope noise level for which 8B~~ learning has the
same performance as standard back propagation increases, as the value noise

level increases.
In Figure 5.16, the curve of the performance by EBNN learning shows a

graceful degencration as the slope noise level increases. The crossover point
of these two curves in Figure 5.16 shows when EBNN learning is degencrated
enough so as to have the same performance of back propagation without noise.
That happened around where the slope noise level is 1.2. Considering that the
average absolute values of derivatives are around 1.0, we conclude (in this case)
that EB~~ learning is quite robust against noises.

This results support the observations in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2 that the
minimum set for the EBNN slope error has quite different characteristics from
that of the value error and that using the EBNN slope error is robust.

Perf. x 10 3
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40.00

20.00

0.00

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

8We also lried the uniform probabilistic distribution like the one on (-0.1,0.1] and we got
\-ery similar results described here.

Figure 5.15: Performance of back propagation: The performance of stan
dard back propagation against Lhe value noise le\-el is plotted. Noises are added
LO desired output values. The value noise level is varied from 0.0 to 1.0 in
increments of 0.05.
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Perf. x 10
3
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Slope noise level

Figure 5.16: Performance of EBNN learning (1): The performance of
EBNN learning against the slope noise level is plotted as the solid line. Noises
are added only to desired outputs for 6 nets. The slope noise level is changed
from 0.0 to 2.0 with step size 0.1. The broken line is the performance of standard
back propagation with no noise in the training patterns. (See Figure 5.15 where
the value noise level is 0.0.) Notice that solid line and the broken line cross
around where the noise level is 1.2. That is the crossover point where the
desired outputs for 6 nels are degraded enough to match the performance of
standard back propagation.

Figure 5.17: Performance of EBNN learning (2): The performance of
EBNN learning against both the value and slope noise levels is plotted.



Chapter 6

An Application to
Continuous Action
Generation in
Reinforcement Learning

In this chapter. we describe an application of neural networks learning differen
tial data to continuous action generation in reinforcement learning. \Ve describe
the problem of continuous action generation in reinforcement learning, give for
malization for the problem, and illustrate the results of the experiments.

[11 order to deal with continuous action generation in reinforcement learning,
we need to have a random vector generator for an arbitrary probability distri
butioll. As being explained in Section 6.2. the problem is reduced to solving a
non-linear (partial) differential equation. The implementation as described in
Chapter 4 of neural networks learning differential data is modified to soke the
differential equation and the experiments are conducted.

6.1 Problem of Continuous Action Generation
in Reinforcement Learning

In this section, we describe the problem of continuous action generation in
reinforcement learning and the necessity of a random vector generator for an
arbitrary probability distribution.

In general, it is difficult to handle the continuous action space in robotics and
hence in reinforcement learning. For the cases where there are mathematical
models of environment, those mathematical models are utilized to deal with
continuous action space. But it is ordinarily not. possible to have mathematical
models of environment for the cases in robotics.

Reinforcement learning can provide the probability distribution over the
continuous action space for the controller to produce an action. The problem
is with existence of appropriate random vector (action) generators for the given
arbitrary probability distribution.

77
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Common t('('hniqtl~ uscd in reinforcement learnings incluclr the followings
and I he combin3t ions of I h£' followings.

• Quantize continuous action spaces. Then apply discrete lllC'thods. (8('<"
the beginning of ChaplcT <I of [37J and the acrobat problelll in [26])

• l'se a parameterizE"d probability di:jlfibution such as Gaus:iian distribu
tions for continuous action generation. Then adjust parameters. such as
the mean and the deviation in Caus..,.ian distribution C'a..<.;{'. to fit the given

probability distribution. (See Section 1.3 and 1.4 of II Ii)

Those methods have the following shortcomings
Quantization of continuous action sp~ces needs kn~\Vledge~f chara,cteristics

of 111(' problem beforehand. Therefore It is not applicable. without. IIltroduc
ing arbit rariness of the system integrators. The quantization al~ mtrodu,ces
so-called .. the curse of dimensionality," meaning that its computatIOnal reqUIre
ments grow exponentially with the number of state variables. Sinc~ better
approximation of a given probability distribution needs finer quantizatIon that
requires more variables. it is vulnerable to .. the curse of dimensionality."

\Ve want to use continuous action spaces as to avoid the above short.-
comings. As mentioned above, the problem with approach is .appropr.iate
random vector (action) generators for the given arbitrary probability distnbu

tion.
There are sc\'eral methods known to generate random vectors for the given

probability distributions. These include the followings (32].

• Transformation method

• Rejection method

But they are not suitable to use in reinforcement learning for the following
reasons. The transformation method that transforms the uniform distribution is
only applicable to the probability distributions whose inverse functions of their
integrals are known. Since the probability distribUlion is not known in advance,
the transformation method is not directly applicable.

Though the rejection method does not have a preference for the probability
distribution, it takes time for generaling the random vector because of rejections
of candidate vectors.

\Ve propose to use neural networks learning differential data for random
vector generators as continuous action generators in reinforcement learning. \\'e
use learning capability of neural networks learning differential data to realize
the im'erse functions of the integrals of given probability distributions as in the
transformation method. This allows us to have the random \'ector generators
necessary in reinforcement learning, which can adapt to an arbitrary probability
distribution and which can generate random vectors fast enough

6,2 Formalization

In this section, we give formalization for the problem of continuous action gen
eration and show how neural networks learning differential data is applied to
t he problem.

As described in the introduction of this chapter, the problem of continuous
action generation is formalized as follows.

Pro~ler~l 6.1 Realize a mndorn vector genemtor for an a1'bit1'U1'Y probabilay
dislnbutlOn p(v)dv of RI. dv is Lebesgue meaSU7'e of R1 and v is an R'-tlalued
variable.

cas:roblem 6.1 is reduced to solve the following problem in the one-dimensional

Problem 6,2 Find the inverse function F-l(U) of F(v) that satisfies F(v) =
Jp(v)dv

If this inverse function is obtained. we can realize the desired random vector
(number) generator as follows. First, we generate one random \'alue from the
uniform distribution du on 10, Ij and then we give v = P-I(U) as the output.

This way, the uniform distribution du on the interval 10. tJ is transformed
by P-l(U) into tbe given probability distribution p(v)dv and the random vector
(number) generator for the given probability distribution p(v)dv is realized

This is the essence of the transformation method. The situation is eao:;i1y
understandable by Pigure 6.1 adapted from [32].

uniform
distribution
(input)

transfomlcd random
number (output)

Figure 6.1: 'I'ransformation Method: Outline of the transformation method is
shown in the figure,

If the probability distribution has the inverse function of its integral known
beforehand, the random vector generator is realized this way.

vVe solve Problem 6.1 by letting neural networks learn the function F-I in
Problem 6,2. vVe formalized the problem as the following including the multi
dimensional cases, \Ve treat the cases of arbitrary dimensions in this section
first. Then we derive the specific forms of £'s to give to the output layers of the
neural network in Sections 6.2.1, 6.2.2, and 6.2.3. for the general case, the case
of Fixed Value Outputs, and one-dimensional case respectively,
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The condition is reduced to the following differential equation including Ja
cobian.

\\'c define n as the function defined by the neural network in use. Let u and
l' stand for the variables of the input and Olltput spaces respectively and Let w
stand for the weight vector of the neural network.

\\"c assume the domain (input space) and range (output space) of the function
have the same dimf'nsion. 1

Let p(u) be a probability distribution on the domain. \\'e take the uniform
distribution or other distributions with known random generators for p(x). Let
p(v)clv another probability distribution given 011 the range. Then what we want
is t,hc neural network n that satisfies t he following condition.

t' = n(u) = n(w,u)

p(t')dt, = 13(U) I~I dt,

(6.1)

(6.2)

\Ye apply the gradient descent to this error function. \\"eights are updated
b~' the derivative of t he error funct ion with respect to Il'. So the update rule is
gIven by the following equation

6w --kEpd(W,U)

= 0 C(,~~:u)) _18n~:.U)1) x

( ~18n(w,u)1 p(u) , 8 )
8w 8u + p(n(w.tL))'p (n(w,u))a;;:n(w,tL) (6.6)

\V!lat. we have to note here is thaI Equation (6.6) include terms likep(n(w. u,))
al~d p (n(w,u)). The neural network propagates backward f'S which is deter
mmed by the output n(u) of the network.

:\fote also that.. p(v) and p/(v) have to be gi\'en as functions beforehand in
order to cakulate the error for the neural network since the error has to be given
for arbitrary v = n(w, u).

In above t.wo differential equations, I I stands for the determinant of t.he matrix.
If we can give a function n(u) which sat.isfies Equat.ion (6.4), then we can

realize the random vector generator for the given p(v)dv. 2

For the rest. of this section, we consider solving the differential equation of
Equation (6.4) by neural networks. The structure of neural networks is arbitrary
as long as the input space and the output space have the same dimension and
t hey have no loops.

In terms of neural networks learning differential data. solving Equation (6.4)
is interpreted as the following error minimizing problem. \Ve take enough points
in the domain and find the set of weights of the neural network that minimize
the following error function. 3 4 5

E (w,u) = ~o (18n(w,u)l_ ....M-)' (6.5)
----,- "" 2_ 8,. p(n(u',u))

Ilf the range has the lower dimension than the dimension of the domain, then by adding
extra dimensions with fixed output we can make the range and the domain have the same
dimension.

2\\'e need to consider relations between the boundaries of the domain and the range in
multi"dimensional cases. But this depends on each case and the consideration is omitted.

31'he subscript pd of E stands for probability distribution
1 For the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, we give the error function and

the following equations for the case with one point
S As in Chapter 3, we introduce the learning constant 0 in the error function itself. We

denote this coru.tant simply by 0 because this 0 is different from o"'s dependent on the
direction of derivative 0 in Chapter 3

6.2.1 ('S in the General Case

(6.7)

(6.8)0_ (P(u) [8n(W,1l)!) p(u) , (1)
'k - 0 p(n(u)) - a;;- p(n(w,1l))' p (n(w,1l)) Uk (net)

In this section, we derive t..he specific form of ~IS in t..he general case to give to

the output.. layers of the neural net..work for backward propagation to calculate
the values of (6.6) in Ihe framework of Chapter 3.

\Ve denote by ~,I.k' f for the output unit of 6 net corresponds to the derivative
with respect to til input unit of the k·th output unit of the value net. \Ye denote
by f~, f for the k-th out.put unit of the value net. As in Chapter 3.7, these ('S

are the derivatives of the error function with respect t..o the input to the unit..
\Ve also denote by .c1. k . l , the minor of t.he matrix, on(w, u)/au removing k-t..h

row and i-t..h column. 6 Then the following holds.

Equation (6.6) consists of the part for back propagation of the value net and
the first order part for back propagation of the d net,

Let Uk (net) be the sigmoid function for the k-th output unit in the value
net. 7 Then f2 is given by the following.

,I. = (_I),Ho 6 •., (....M- _18n(W,U)[) (6.9)
, p(n(w,1l)) 811

~Iultiplying by ul1)(net) is needed since the definition of ( is the derivative of
the error function with respect to the input net to the unit.

f~.k is given by the following.

In this ease, we do not.. need to multiply it by a derivative of uk(nel) since the
units in the 6 net has the output same as the input to the unit.

6For I x I matrix.....-e let. 61.1 = I.
7 net is the input to the unit.

(6.4)

(6.3)I
~l=p(,,)
8,. p(v)

1
81t(u)I=~

8u p(n(u))

Replacing l' = n(u) gives the following differential equation for n.
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6.2.2 ('S in the Fixed Value Output Case

Since the value output is fixed, the derivation of e:'s for Equation (6.5) is much
simpler. Instead of Equation (6.6), we have the following equation without value
parts for the update of the weights.

'Therefore for the fixed output value case, e:? is derived only from Equation
(6.10) and is given by Equation (6.12). (:,k for the fixed output value case is
given by Equation (6.13) that stays the same as Equation (6.9).

(6.16)

(6.17)

(6.18)l' p(v)dv = I

(
c an(u"U))

" p(n(u'.u)) - a;;-
(' p(n(:, u))' p'(n(u·.u)) a{l)(net)

6.3 Experiments on Learning to Be Random Vec
tor Generators

Fixing the Outputs for the End Points In this paragraph, we show that
there is 110 problem in fixing the outputs for the end points of the input imerval

Let p(v) be the probability distribution on the output. interval [a, bj. Then
the following holds.

In this section, we report the experiments on neural networks learning to be
random vector generator by using the results of Section 6.2.

The implementation as described in Chapter 4 of neural networks learning
difrerel~tialdata is modified to realize changing {'S of Equations (6.16) and (6. J 7)
in Section 6.2.3

Here follows common conditions for the experiments.
The input space and the output space are both one-dimensional intervals

The input space is [0.11 and the output space is [0.25,0.751. The probability
distribution given to the input space is the uniform distribution (i.e. p(u) = 1).
The value outputs of the end points of the input interval. u = 0 and u = 1
are fixed to be n(O) = 0.25 and n(l) = 0.75 respectively. Therefore the results
of Section 6.2.2 are used for those end points of the input interval, while the
results of Section 6.2.3 are used for the inside points of the input interval

,0 = (I p(nfl~~~))' p'(n(w. U)) a{l)(nU) (6.15)

. Espec~ally _When the probability distribution p(u) given to the input space is
ulllform (I.e. p(u) = c). above Equations 6.15 and 6.11 are simplified a'S follows.

(6.12)

(6.13)

(6.10)

3(t'f- n (w.u)}

,+. (~_lan(w.u)l)
(-I) "t.•.. p(n(w,u)} au

Efp(W, u) = i J (n(u" u) - "f)'

6.2.3 ('S in the One-Dimensional Case

In this section, we derive the specific form of ('S in the fixed value output ('a.'3C

to give to the output layers of the neural network for backward propagation to
calculate the values of (6.6) in the framework of Chapter 3.

Bya fixed value output cu---;e. we mean a case in which the output of the
value network of the neural network is fixed for the input point. Such cases are
cases where somE' of input points on the boundary of the domain are mapped
into points on the boundary of the range.

In the fixed value output case, ( is fixed for those points since the value out
put of the neuml network is fixed. Therefore it is a straightforward application
of the framework of Chapter 3.

Let t he fixed value output of the neural network be Vf and the learning
constant be {3. Then the error function for fixing the value output is given as

follows. 8

\\lith this e: 1 , (0 of Equation (6.8) for the value net in the one-dimensional
case can be expressed as follows.

8The subscript. fp of E stands (or fixed point.

In this section, we derive the specific form of ('S in the one-dimensional case
whe-re the input space and the output space is one-dimensional. In that case,
lan("" u)/aul = an(u', u)/au and we let t.'.1 = 1 for 1 x J matrix. Therefore,
e: l = (I.I for the t5 net of Equation (6.9) is simplified as follows.

(6.20)

,I =,,(~_ an(w,u))
p(n(w, u)) au

(6.14)

In the case of the uniform distribution on the input interval 10,11, for the
neural network »(1£) that satisfies Equation (6.4), the following holds.

dv J J
du = p(v) = p(n(u)) (6.19)

Fixing the output of the end points and learning to satisfy Equation (6.4)
are not contradictory as the following equation shows.

1, lid lnll
)1 = du = -d

u
dv = p(v)dv

o 0 v nCO)

Since p(v) is a probability distribution. n(O) = a and n(l) = b have to hold for
the right hand side of the equation to be 1.
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6.3.1 Gaussian Distribution Case

In this sectioll, we report the experiments on Gaussian distribution case.
\Ve give the following (part of) GauSSil:lll distribution on the out.put interval

[0.25,0.751·

p(t') = 2.42261 e- 10(v-0.)' (6.21)

The constant 2.42261 is used to make the integral of p(t.1) on 10.25.0.75j to be
l. The graph of p(,') is given by rigure 6.2.

l

Figure 6.2: Gaussian Distribution: The graph of p(v) = 2.42261 e- 10
(v-O.5):l on

the interval 10.25, 0.751 is given.

We use three-layer perceptron with one unit in the input layer, sixteen units
in the middle (hidden) layer, and one unit in the output layer and we make the
neural network to learn to be a random vector (number) generator for this p(v)

following Section 6.2.
Learning constants are set such that 0' = 0.1, f3 = 0.175, and the momentum

is set to 0.2. \Ve take eleven training points including the end points of interval.
each separated for 0.1 on the interval 10, lI-

The results are given in Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 after 100,000 epochs of
learning.

The total sum of the value error (Equation (6.10» for the t.wo end points is
9.72601 x 10- 7 and the total sum of the first order error (Equation (6.5)) for all
eleven points is 5.20717 x 10-4

.

The results indicate that the neural network learns to be a random vector
(number) generator quite successfully.

Figure 6.3: Value Output (Gaussian Distribution Case): \Ve use three-layer
perceptron with one unit in the input layer, sixteen units in the middle (hidden)
layer, and one unit in the output layer to make the neural network to learn to
be a random vector (number) generator for the Gaussian distribution. Learning
constants are set such that a = 0.1 , (j = 0.175, and the momentulTI is set to
0.2. We take eleven training points including t.he end points of interval , each
separated for 0.1 on the interval [0,1]. The graph shows t.he value output. of the
neural network after 100,000 epochs of learning. The graph corresponds to the
graph u = F(v) in Figure 6.1 with u-axis and v-axis reversed.
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Figure 6.4: First. Order Output (Gaussian Distribution Case): \Ve use three
layer perceptron with one unit in t.he input layer, sixteen units in the middle
(hidden) layer, and one unit in the output layer to make the neural network to
learn to be a random vector (number) generator for the Gaussian distribution.
Learning constants are set such that 0' =0.1, {1 = 0.175, and the momentulll is
set to 0.2. \Ve take eleven training points including the end points of interval,
each separated for 0.1 on the interval [0, 11. The graph by the solid line shows the
first order output of the neural network after 100,000 epochs of learning. The
graph by the broken line shows the inverse of the Gaussian distribution density
at the point of the value output of the neural network. (i.e. 1/p(n(w1 n))

6.3. EXPERIMENTS ON LEARNING

Figure 6.5: Probability Distribution Learned (Gaussian Distribution Case):
The graph of the probability distribution learned by the neural network af
ter 100,000 epochs is given by the solid line. The graph is the parametric plot
of {(n(u), 1/{8n(u}/8n} lOS u S 1}. The graph by lhe broken line is of lhe
larget probability distribution and is same as the one in Figure 6.2.
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6.3.2 Two-Peak Di tribution Case

In this section. we report the experiments on two-peak probability distribution
to see how well the neural network performs for a more complex case than one

of Section 6.3.1.
\\'e gi\'c the following two-peak distribution on the output inten"al!O.2:J. 0.751·

p(v) = 2.81763 (e-40("-01251' + 0.65 e-2ool"-06751')

= 2.81763 e-'0("-0.4251' + 1.83146 e- 200("-0 6751' (6.22)

The constant 2.81763 is nsed to make the integral ofp(,') Oil [0.25,0.751 to be
1. The graph of p(t:} is given by Figure 6.6.

1.5 ~

1 ~

Figure 66 Two-Peak D,stnbutlon The graph of p(v)
281763 (e-40("-04251' + 065 e-2OO("-06751') on the interval 10.25.0.751

is given.

\Ve use three-layer perceptron with one unit in the input layer, sixteen units
in the middle (hidden) layer, and one unit in the output. layer and we make the
neural network to learn to be a random vector (number) generator for this p(v)
following Section 6.2.

Learning constants are set such that 0 = 0.1. 13 = 0.005, and the momenLum
is set to 0.2. \\'e take eleven training points including the end points of interval,
each separated for 0.1 on the interval 10, tI·

The results are given in Figures 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9 after 10,000.000 epochs of

learning.

The total sum of the value error (Equation (6.10» for the two end points is
4.59249 x 10- 7 and the total sum of the first order error (E<luation (6.5» for all
eleven points is 6.07166 x 10-3 .

Even though a large number of learning epochs are needE'd and the graph
still deviates from the ideal, the results indicate that the neural network can
learn to be a random vector (number) generator even for a complex probability
distribution.

F'igure 6.7: Value Output (Two-Peak Distribution Case): \<\Fe use three-layer
perceptron with one unit in the input layer, sixteen units in the middle (hidden)
layer, and one unit in the output layer t.o make the neural network to learn to
be a random vector (number) generator for the two-peak distribution. Learning
constants are set such that a = 0.1, {J = 0.005, and the momentum is set to
0.2. \\'e take ele\"en training points including the end points of interval, each
separated for 0.1 on the interval (0,11. The graph shows the value output of the
neural network after 10,000,000 epochs of learning. The graph corresponds to
the graph u = F(v) in Figure 6.1 with u-axis and v-axis reversed.
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Figure 6.8: Pirst Order Output (Two-Peak Distribution Case): \Ve use three
layer perceptron with one unit in the input layer, sixteen units in the middle
(hidden) layer, and one unit in the output layer to make the neural network to
learn to be a random vector (number) generator for the Gaussian distribution.
Learning constants are set such that 0:' = 0.1. 13 = 0.005, and the momentum is
set to 0.2. 'We take eleven training points including the end points of interval,
each separated for 0.1 on the interval [0, 1\. The graph by the solid line shows the
first order output of the neural network after 10,000,000 epochs of learning. The
graph by the broken line shows the inverse of the two-peak distribution density
at the point of the value output of the neural network. (i.e. l/p(n(w. n»

Figure 6.9: Probability Distribution Learned (Two-Peak Distribution Case):
The graph of the probability distribution learned by the neural network after
10,000,000 epochs is given by the solid line. The graph is the parametric plot
of {(n(ul, 1/(fJn(ul/fJu) lOS; u S; I}. The graph by the broken Jille is of the
target probability distribution and is same as the one in Figure 6.6.



Chapter 7

Other Possible Applications

In this chapter. we describe two more possible applications of neural networks
learning differential data, solving differential equations and simulation of human
arm movement. For those examples. neural networks with capabilities to learn
differential data can take advantage of knowledge in forms of constraints on
differential data and easily incorporate such constraints into the learning of
training value da.ta.

7.1 Differential Equations

In this section, we describe an application of neural networks learning different ial
datal solving differential equations.

As practical applications of neural networks learning differential data, neural
networks learning differelllial have been applied to solving differential equations
117,4,39, 161.

Lee and Kang [17] solve certain lypes of first order ordinary differential equa
tions by using I-Iopfield-type neural networks to minimize the finite difference
et"luations.

In [4, 39, 16]. differential et"luations along with boundary conditions are
turned into minimization problems. Those minimization problems are solved
using neural networks with global minimizat ion procedures such as quasi New
ton gradient descent algorithm.

\\Te use essentially the same framework of mapping difrerential equations,
boundary conditions, and any other conditions into minimization problems by
neural networks in Chapter 6. But we employ our implementation of neural
networks learning differential data for the minimization procedure different from
the previous works.

Our algorithm is completely localized to each neurons and it leaves possibility
of parallel implementations for efficient executions, while global minimizat ion
procedures are very difficult to implement in parallel ways. It is also very
difficult to apply global minimization procedures for adaptive problems. In
many learning problems in robotics and others, what has to be learned, changes
dynamically. In the problem of continuous action generation in reinforcement
learning described in Chapter 6, the probability distribution given in the output
space changes as the learning proceeds and so does the differential equation for
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First, we take finite points {PI.I, ,.,Pl.l.} from the each set 0 1 , Those points
sh~uld be taken to represent the set 0 1 appropriately according to some measure,
\Vah learning cOllstants 0. 1, we define the f'nNgy function from Equation (7.1)
for the neural network as rollow~. 2

Let Di.,.; be the derivative of D' with respect to t.he k-th unit in the 6 net (the
value net whell 6 = 0.).

\Ve update each weight w of the neural network with the update value 6.w
according to the gradient direction of the energy function (Equation (7.6)) with
respect to the weight as in the following equation.

the neural Il<'lwork to salbfy. In such adaptive cases. our algorithm provides
more gradual way of learning than global minimization procNures.

The difficulty with applications of neural llE'lworks learning differential data
to different ial equations is that of "moving targets:" To minimize the square
error of differential equations. neural networks need to propagate backward the
errors, which depend 011 the outputs of the neural network. That is so even
for linear differential equations. That mean:;; neural networks need to learn or
to adapt to something like moving targets. This is totally different si.tualion
from t.he standflrd back propagation algorithm where the training data IS fixed.
Therefore t here is difficulty of moving targets added to learning different ial data.

In the following two sectiolls, we give formalization for an application of neu
ral network~ to solving differential equations and applications from meteorology.

m I I, 2

E =I: 20' I: (D'l1(X)lz=p,,)
1=1 ]=1

(7.6)

n(x) - f(x) = 0 ror x E n, = {Ph'P,,} (7.4)

A boundary condition on the boundary ao of a domain 0 can be expressed
as follows, where B is a differential operator and 9 is a function given on ao.

(7.7)

(7.8)

(7.10)

iJE"'u:=-
iJw

_£ = -0, D'n(x) iJ(D~:(X))

-0, '" D'n(x) iJ (D'n(x)) ~
~ ax'; aU'

In order to calculate these update values for weights. we create value net
and a nets (Section 3.3) up to the highest differential order used in Equation
(7.1).

Since the back propagation algorithms given in Section 3.7 are linear with
respect to t'S given to the output layers, we use the same algorithm to calculate
the weight updates (Equation 7.8) just by replacing the ('S for the output layers.

\\'hile the f'S for the output layers of standard neural networks learning
differential data are given in Section 3.7.1), the t'S for the output layers are
given in general differential cases are given as follows.

First. \...·e give ('5 for the value net. Let Uk be the sigmoid function of the
k-th unit in the output layer of the value net. Then £2. p ,.J for the unit is given
by the following equation.

(2. p, J = 01 Dln(x)lx=p'J a~;2(x) Ix=p'.J u~ (7.9)

(tv,) for the k-th unit in the 0 net (0 # 0) is given by the following equation.

\\"ithollt any loss of generality. we can assume there are only one i and one
j in Equation (7.6). Then Equation (7.7) can be modified as follows. (\Ve omit
Ix=p,.) in the equation for the readability.)

(7.3)

(7.2)

(7.1)

"'n(x) - f(x) = 0 ror x E n

Bn(x) - g(x) = 0 ror x E an

7.1.1 Formalization

\\"e give substantially wider and more general formalization than one in [4],
\\'ith this forlllalization, we can have a unified and continuous view.

Let n be the function defined by a neural network, D ' be any linear or non
linear differential operator DI and 0 1 be any seL of points in the input space of
the neural network. \Ve consider the following set of constraints on the neural

network.

In the case where f!l is a set of finite points as above and where Dl has the
following form) then it is reduced to the constraints for neural networks learning
differential data considered in Chapter 3 for the target function f on the points

in 0 1 ,

\\'e do not make any distinction between differential equations, boundary
conditions, and any other conditions as long as they are expressible in the abo\'e
forms. \\"e gi\'e several examples that can be expressed in the above forms.

For example, a Poisson equation on a domain n can be expressed as follows.
where f is a function given on O.

In the case where 0. 1 is a set of finite points and where D' has the following
form. then it is reduced to the constraints gi\'en in the standard back propaga
tion for the target function f on the points in 0 1

Learning algorithm of neural network.'S for constraints Equation (7.1) works

as follows.

iJN('ln iJN('lf
~(x)-~(x)=O rorx E n,={pl, .... p,,) (7.5)

Then we let the value net. and the6 networks of the neural network propagate
forward at each point Pl.] of the set {Pl.] Ii = 1. ... , m. j = 1, ...lJ.

Ilt is po5Sible to change 0 1 for each P•. j with different.j.
2The power 2 can be changed to any positive reaJ number. It. is e\-en possible to use a

function in place of x2 as long as the function is differentiable and monotonically increasing.
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7.1.2 Applications from Meteorology

This will be one of perfect applications of neural networks to differential
equations as described in Section 7.1.1 and we consider to apply it in the near

future.

In this seclion. we give two possible applications from 1llNroroiogy \\'e believe
the problems from meteorology have a good mixture of differential equations
and value data available for neural networks learning differential data

The first application is about the temperature and the wind velocity. The
temperature T and the wind velocity u sal isfy the following PDE, where t stands

for the time.

These two ('qllations. Equations 7.9 and 7.10. constitute the main part of
the formalization. \,"eight updates are calculated by backward propagation of

those (5.
If we have further special conditions such a..'i the situation in Section 6.2.2

where the value output is fixed and where thE' coefficients of differential equations
depend on the value output. those can be incorporated into considerations as
Section 6.2.2.

As one can sec from Equations 7.9 and 7.10, (s depend on the outpUlS of
the value net and t.he 0 nets even for linear differential equations This is the
difficulty. which is pointed out as "moving targets.'l

(7.13)liT no (d )'CT = - I:...2 dt
2 0 ,=1 lit

71 = (II + /, + 2AJ,L IS, C080, + AJ,U!l') 0;'

+(I, + ,\I, [,1 S, <080,) O~

-M,L IS,(2o; + 0;) 0;8inO, + BIO; (7.14)

T2 = (/2 + ,\I2L 152 cos O2 ) 0'1' + 128~

+M,LIS,(o;)' 8in 0, + B,II, (7.15)

Using these equations, we can calculate the integrand of Equation (7.13) from
the arm positions. \Ve take enough points uniformly distributed along the time
line that is the input space of the neural net.work. The same formalizaLion
proposed i~l Section 7.1 is used Lo minimize an approximation of Equation (7.13)
by the fllllle Slim of the integrand on the chosen points. If there are other
constraints such as one that the arm has to be in a certain position at a certain
~ime, these constraints can also be incorporated by the formalization proposed
m Section 7.1.

In this way, the neural network used is much simpler and the constraint
of minimum-torque-change can be implemented more naturally by the neural
networks learning differential data.

. In [?OJ, ~lfl.Cda et al. proposed a cascade neural network model for such
slll~ulation. This model uses one neural network for each discrete time step.
which produces expected torque values at that time stt'p. Then t hose neural
networks 8:e c~nnected to produce difference between expected torque ,-alues
of cOI.lseculive tnne steps to approximate the differentiation of torque. which in
turn IS used for the neural networks to learn to minimize the difference.

. If we u~ a neural network with elapsed time as input to the network and
With coordmates of ann positions as output, we can implement the minimum
torque-change re<luirement as a third-order differential constraint on the neural
netwo~k. If we.consider the 2-links in a plane, TI and T2 and are given by the
followl1lg equations [381. ,,:here 01 is the position (angle) ofi·th arm and All, L,.
51' I" Bll and I, are phYSical consLants of i-Lh arm.

The objective o~ such models is to explain for trajectory formation in human
arm m~v~ments. Uno and Kawato [38] proposed a model that the trajectory
~Ives mll~lI11llm of the following value, where m stands for the number of joint~
IIIvoh-ed 111 the motion and T, stands for tht' torque generated at I he i-I h joint.

(7.12)

(7.11)

'VI(x) =0

?if + (u· 'V)T =0

It is very costly to add observation points for the temperature and the wind
velocity. For this problem, we can use a neural network with time and coordinate
as input and temperature and wind "elocity as output. \\'ith such a neural
network, we can use both the data from the existing observation points and the
constraint given by the partial differential equation 1 Equation (7_11), for the

neural network to learn.
Another application is about the wind field. In meteorology, a method called

~IASCON (~Iass-Consistent) is used to obtain the global information of the
wind field from rather few (from several to several hundreds) observat.ion points
135,3]. Even though it is necessary to solve a complete nuid equation in theory,
this method makes it possible to solve the problem only with observations of
wind field at observations points and the constraints of mass consistency given
by the following equation.

7.2 Simulation of Human Arm Movements by
the Minimum-Torque-Change Model

In this section. we describe a possible application of neural networks learning dif
ferential data to simulation of human arm movements by the minimum-torque
change model (see [381). This is one of applications that require differential data
of order higher than or equal to third.



Chapter 8

Higher Order Extensions to
Radial Basis Function
(RBF)

In this chapter, first, we summarize the formulae of Fourier transformation and
introduce the related parts of the treatment of RBF by Poggio and Cirosi with
annotations necessary for our extension. Then we extend their results to the
cases with differential error terms. The extended results include minimizing
solutions, their best approximation properties, and Cl denseness of the RBFs
with Green's functions.

8.1 Formulae

lIere we summarize the formulae of Fourier transformat.ion and other used in
this chapLer.

Fourier transformation :F(J) of the function f is given as follows

F(J) = -----r.k- Je- oxw j(x)dx
(v 2ir)"

(8.1)

Im-erse l-ourier transformation :t(n of the function f is gi\"en as follows:

(8.2)

The integration of Gaussian functions frolll -00 to 00 is given as follows·

(8.3)

8.2 Treatment of RBF by Poggio and Girosi

In [31], Poggio and Girosi give relationships of Radial Basis F'unction with reg
ularization thoory. \\"e summarize the related parts in this section.
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Poggio and Girosi give detailed ~reatment of Radia~ Basi.s rune-lion (RBF) in
[3l} and 181. In [:311. Poggio and G1TOSi describe relalionshlps betweel~ r.('g~i1~r
ization theory and Radial Basis Functions. :\amely they show that l1111llllllzmg

:;olutions for ~quared value errors and a smoothing term have the fo~m of RBFs.
In [] Girosi and Poggio define the concept of best approxim3lion properly

as "an approximation scheme hw; the b~t approx.imation property if in t he set
A of approximating fUIlctions there is onc that has minil~l\lm distance .frolll any
given [unction of a larger set <l> ..' They showed that radial basis fl~nctlons ~Hwe
the best approximation of fil1lte functlons.
They also showed t hat wit h sigmoid [Ullct ions do have the

best approximation property.
In the same paper 18] they showed the linear combinations of Gaussian func

tions are CO dense in continuous functions on a compact metric space.
In th(' rest of this section. we describe their derivation of the minimizing

solutions. ThE'Y give minimizing solutions for the following.
Lastly. by applying the inverse Fourier transformation, G(x) is obtained as
follows

The above is derived as follows. The Fourier transformation applied to the
both sides of Equation (8.9) will gh'e the following.

(8.10)

(8.13)

~(_I)n:,:>-x')"F(G(x))

e'-¥F(G(x)) (8.11)

e'(xO) = I (8.12)

F(G(x)) = e-'-¥

F(6(x))

F(~(-l)n~\7'nG(x));;0 n!2 fl

Therefore the next equation follows from Equation ( 9».

(8.4)filII = L {(y, - f(x,))' + -'lIPfll'

lIere G(x:y) is the Green's function of PP where P is the adjoint of the differ
ential operator P. Therefore G(x: y) satisfies the following equation.

Ilere P is a constraint functionaL which is usually a differential operator and

lambda is the regularization
The minimizing solution given by Equation (5) in Section III of [:H] as

follows.
1 .v

f(x) = >: ~(y, - f(x,))G(x;x,) ( .5)

G(x) = .tF(G(x))

PPG(x:y) = 6(x - y)

The derivation of the above equation (8.5) is given as follows.
tional method applied to Equation (8AL minimizing solutions

following.

1 N
PPf(x) = >: ~(y, - f(x))6(x - x,)

(8.6)

a van<:\.
t.he

(8.7)

8.3 Minimizing Solutions for the Cases with Dif
ferential Error Terms

\Ve c~xt.end the results of !3Jj on RBF to the cases with differential error terms.
\\'e give the minimizing solution for the following functional l-f with the regu
larization parameter A. 1

The integral transformation with the kernel as the Green function G(x: y) pro

duces Equation 8.5.
If P is a translation- and rotation-invariant operator. then G(x;y) = G(Ilx

yll). Therefore minimizing solutions (Equation (8.5)) are linear combinations of

radial basis functions
Especially if P is chosen as follows,

PP= ~(_l)m~\7'm (8.8)
,~o rn!2 T11

then the solution for the following equation (8.9) is given by Equation 8.10 where
n is the dimension of the input space. \\'e define G(x;y) = G(x - y) using G.

PPG(x) = "(_1)m~\7'mG(x)=6(x)
~o m!2m

( .9)

flU) = L{(y, - f(x,))' + (y', - \l f(x,))'} + -,IIPfll' (8.15)

lIere y', = {y;', ... y;n}, \7 f = {aflax', ... , aflax"}. and n is the dimension of
the input space.

This equation (8.15) can be rewritten as follows.

flU) = JL;= {{(y, - f(x))}'6(x - x,) + {(y'. - \l f(x))}'6(x - x,)}

HIPfl'dx

( .16)

1~lillimizing solutions can be obtained the same way for the cases with the higher order
differentials
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\\'e apply the variational method to the equation.

011(/) = J{L;- - {(V, - I(x))o(x - x,)} 01

- {(Y', - \I I(x))o(x - x,)} \101

+A < P f. Pol> }dX

J{L;- - {(y, - I(x))o(x - I,)j + \I {(Y', - \I l(x))6(x - .,,)}

+A(?Pf) }oldX
(8.17)

< . > slands for an inner product of a vector space.
Therefore the minimizing solution f mllst saUsfy the following equation.

?P1= ±L;- {{(y, - I(x))o(x - x,)} - \I {(Y', - \I l(x))6(x - x,)}} (8.18)

As explained in the previous section 8.2, we apply the integral transforma~ion
with the kernel of Green's function satisfying Equation (8.6) to the both Sides
of Equation (8.18). Then we obtain the minimizing solution as follows.

I(x) =±L;- {(Y, - l(x,))G(x;x,) + (y', - \I l(x,))\lG(x;x,)} (.19)

As in the previous section 8.2, if we choose
A

P as the operator satisfying
Equation (8.8), the Green's function G(x;y) for PP is given by Equation (8.10).
In this case, VG(Xi y) is given by the following equation.

corresponding the error terms. For the P satisfying Equation (8.8), the mini
mizing function is the additions of the product of (x - x.)6 and the differen('€'
between the teacher signal and the value of the function at the point. 2

8.4 Best Approximation Property

By fixing the !lumber of sampling (data) points, the set of functions of the form
given by Equation (8.21) has the best approximation property since the functioll
is represented by the linear combination of finite functions.

8.5 C1 Denseness

Section 8.3 gives the minimizing solution of the form by the linear combinat ion
of the products of first-degree polynomials and Gaussian functions. Therefore
we predicted that the set of linear combinations of the products of first or general
degree polynomials and Gaussian functions is C 1 dense in the Cl functions on
a compact set. But we found out that a stronger fact holds. The set of linear
combinations of Gaussian functions with a fixed variance is C l (l ~ 1) dense in
the C l functions on a compact set. This section proves the fact.

First, we extend the result in [8] by Poggio and Girosi that ·'the set of
linear combinations of Gaussian functions with arbitrary centers and arbitrary
variance'" \\'e show that ..the set of linear combination~ of Gaussian function's
with arbitrary centers and a fired variance"- This result goes in accordance
with the regularization theory. As we have seen in Section 8.2, the minimizing
solution for the operator P satisfying Equation (8. ) is a linear combination of
Gaussian functions with a fired variance, which is determined by P

In order to prove that linear combinations of Gaussian functions with a
Ilxed variation are CO dense in CO functions, we need to show the following for
a compact set 1< C R

(8.20) [(e-(7-bl'/'1 b E HII = CO(E<) (8.22)

Therefore Equation (8.19) for the minimizing solution f can be rewritten as
follows for this case.

I(x) = ±L;-{(Y,-/(x,))qne-~

_qn-'cY', - \I I(x,))(x - x,)e-~}

±L;- {(y, - I(x,)) - ;},(Y', - \I I(',))(x - I,)}

xane-~ (8.21)

By determining the values for {!(x1}}1 and {!'(x.)h to satisfy tbe above equa
tion on the points {x,h, the function! is fixed

It is essemially the same even when the differential error terms are of orders
higher than one. For a general P, there are differentials of the Green's function

Here [FJ is the closure of F. This can be proved by the Stone's theorem as
follows.

\\'e have the following two c<luations.

e-!(Z2-2bz+b2) + e-!f,r:l+2bz+b2)

e-t? e-4 (ebz +e-bz )

e-';'e-4 2 cosh(bx) (8.23)

Therefore proving CO denseness turns into proving !(x)e4 is included in [{cosh(bx) I bE
HI U (sinh(bx) Ib E RI] for VI·

2See the definition (Equation 3.2). 6 is the olle corresponding to the differential operator
of the error term.
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\I·e use the Stones theorem (d. [ ] Theorem B.1) for the set [{cosh(bx) I b E
H} U {sinh(bx) bE R)J above. The constant function is included as .'he case of
b = O. It is also obviolls that there exists a function for any two distlllCl points
~uch that the fUIlClion can distinguish these points. The next ('{Illation and likes
!show that the set is an algebra.

cosh bx coshb'x = ~[cOSh(b + b')x + cosh(b - b'):rJ (8.25) Chapter 9

This leads the inclusion in the center of the next relation.

CO(K) = [{e-IX-bl'I' Ib E R}I c I{(x - b)e-lx-bl'I' I bE H}] C CO(J<){ .27)

N

I:0,(x-b,)e-lx-b.I'I' (8.26)

1=1

CI-denseness call be proved.
Similarly C'-denseness (I > 1) for one- and multi-dimensional cases call be

proved. ¥

In this chapter. we present a summary of contributions. a discussion of limita
tions, and suggestions for future works.

In this dissertation, we investigated the framework to introduce constraints on
differential data into neural networks as learning systems.

First.. we introduced architecture and an algorithm for neural networks learn
ing differential data of arbitrary order after a summary account of multilayer
perceptrons. This completely localized algorithm enable multilayer perceptrons
learn differential data of orders not only first but also higher than first. Such
algorithms were previously non-existent.

Secondly, we described an implementation of the architeclure and the algo
rithm above as computer programs and the preliminary experiments on neural
networks learning differential data using the implementation. In the experi
ments, we showed that neural networks actually converge on differential data
up to the third order for a non-trivial target function. Since no one has ever
shown that t he algorithm truly converges on differential data of orders higher
than first, establishing the fact should help promote the application of neural
networks learning differential data greatly.

Then we analyzed neural networks learning differential data. \Ve reported
the analyses such as comparison with extra pattern scheme. how learnings work ,
sample complexity. effects of irrelevant features, and noise robustness. These
analyses should help judge when to use the neural networks learning differential
data instead of other options.

\Ve also described an application of neural networks learning differential data
to continuous action generation in reinforcement learning. This applicaLion is
actually an application of solving differential equations. The details of how
neural networks are applied to solving differential equations and the results of
experiments should help encourage the applications of neural networks learning
differential data to other kinds of differential equations.

Thereupon we identified two more possible applications differential equations
and simulation of human arm movements.

Finally, we described higher order extensions to radial basis function (RBF)

9.1 Contributions

Conclusion

(8.29)

(8.28)

J anI
I(x,y) = --a-dxt ...dxn

OXI" In

I{(x - b)e-lx-bl'I' I b ER}j = Coun

J
x ,

- -00 (x - b)e- Ix - b) I'dx

J
I ,

_ (x - b)e- Ix - bl I'd:r
-At

The equation on the left is from Equation (8.22) and the inclusion on the right

is apparent.
Hencc!

The Stone's t hrorem call be applied and the CO densenes.':i is proved
:'-l'ext we prove that linear combinations of Gaussian runcl ions with a fixed

vari'ation are C l dense in C 1 functions, As we have proved l{e-(X-b):I/
2 Ib E

H)J = C°(1<) and e-lx-bl'I' can be approximated I{(x - b)e-Ix-bl'I' I bEll}]

in CO(K).
By absorbing the increments to x by b. finite sum approximation of the

integration can be rewritten as follows.

IHen I E Ct(K) is gi"en, there is 9 E I{(x - b)e-lx-bl'I'lb E R}] which
is close to f' in CO. Since h(x) = J g(x)dx E [{e-lx-bl'I'lb E R}] and since
K is com,r,act, h is close to f in C 1 if we take 9 close enough to J'. Thc:e.fore
I{e-Ix-bl I'lb E R}] = Ct(K) is shown. For the cases of I> I. the repelillons

of the same arguments show [{e-IX-bl'I'lb E R)J = C I (1<).
In case of multi-dimensional input spaces, it can be proved similarly that

{e-(.i-b)2/2 I bERn} is CO-dense. Then by showing {X\ ... x ne-<.F-b)2/2 I bE
Rfl.} is CO-dense and by approximating the following integration with a finite

sum
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networks. another type of neural networks other than multilayer perceptrOils.
\\'e ga\'e minimizing solution.s for the cases with differential error terms. b('Sl
approximation properly of the 8OO\"c solutions. and a proof of C' densen{'SS of
RBF networks.

This dissertation as a whole la.'; the foundations for applications of neural
ll('lworks learning differential data as learning systems. \\'e gave detailed ac
counts of their architecture. algorithm. implementations, and applications in
order to help promote t heir applications. The analyses provided should also
help judge when to use t.he neural networks learning different.ial data instead of
other options. The completely localized algorithm and its implementations will
open up the whole range of possibilities of applications with their efficiency and
their ability to handle differential data of arbitrary order.

9.2 Limitations

In this section. we describe the limitations of the results prCSE'nted in this dis

sertation.
The limitations are followings:

• Analyses of neural networks learning differential data of orders higher than
first are unexplored

• Comparisons with other algorithms and methods that can incorporate
knowledge in the forms of constraints on differential data are unexplored

• The choices of parameters such as numbers of units in hidden layers, learn·
ing constants, and momentum are arbitrary. mostly by trial and error.

• The implementation is limited to layered neural networks with full con·
nections between layers, while the algorithm itself is not limited to the
specific architecture of neural network.

• Statistical aspects are largely unexplored in Chapter 4

9.3 Future Work

In this section, we provide suggestions for future work in the research area of
neural networks learning differential data.

E""en though we have shown the possibilities of practical applications for
neural networks learning differential data, there are still items to be explored to
make them really useful tools. These items include the followings:

• Development and implementation of algorithms or methods that guaran
tee (to some degree) the stable convergence, especially development of
appropriate choosing methods of parameters

• Comparisons with other algorithms and methods that can incorporate
knowledge in the forms of constraints on differential data.

• :\Iore analyses. especially on learning with differential data of higher orders
and statistical aspects of the learning

• ~r:II~1t~:~0~l~~70~::Plemelltations of neural networks to handle general dif-

• :\Iore applications of neural networh learning differential data such as
those described in Chapter 7
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